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SUIliARY
The phase ijroblem of X-ray crystallography is 

stated, some of the methods available for its solution 
are surveyed and their theoretical background is outlined.1

Three computer programs written by the author, are 
described. These are a program for scanning three- 
dimensional density maps, which automatically produces 
interpolated coordinates for every peak in the map; a 
program for sorting crystallographic reflexion data into 
order by the Miller indices; and a program which supplies 
a suitable weighting-scheme for structure-factor-least- 
squares refinement. The "ASSM system of crystallographic 
computer programs is then described v/ith special 
reference to the method of storing the crystallographic 
data, and the features which enable it, in some cases, 
to obtain the positions of all the light atoms auto
matically, given the position of only the heavy-atom.

The crystal structure analysis of tris (ethyl sulphonyl) 
methane is described, and the structure obtained is com
pared to that of tris (methyl sulphonyl) methane. A 
description is given of the course of the structure 
analyses of three acid salts, potassium hydrogen dianisate, 
potassium hydrogen dicrotonate and rubidium hydrogen 
dicrotonate, and their structures, which all contain 
short hydrogen bonds, are discussed.
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Chapter 1

1.1. Introduction 
The central problem in X-ray crystallography is to 

determine the relative phases of the waves of radiation 
diffracted by the crystal. Both the phases and the 
amplitudes must be available in order to combine the - 
waves and to obtain an image of the diffracting crystal 
structure. While the amplitudes are readily obtained 
experimentally by measuring the intensities of the 
diffracted beams, the phases cannot be measured. In 
many small compounds the atom positions are determined 
entirely by the requirements of the space group 
symmetry. In others, only some, or none, of the atom 
positions are symmetry-determined. The positions of 
atoms not found by symmetry must be determined from 
intensity measurements, and the phase problem appears.

The earliest structure solutions were by trial-and- 
error, but, except for the smallest structures, the 
number of trial structures required is astronomical. 
There are two approaches to the phase problem; one is 
to use more of the information contained in the experi
mentally measured amplitudes, the other is to change any 
difficult problem into one which is simpler to solve. 
Although both these approaches have produced powerful
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methods of structure solution, up till now those of the 
second kind have been the most successful. These axe 
essentially chemical methods which reduce the many atom 
problem to a one or two atom problem, followed by an 
iterative structure improvement and refinement. They are 
the heavy atom and isomorphous replacement methods, and 
their extensions, the vector superposition and the 
anomalous scattering method., Of all these the most 
widely applied is the heavy-atom method.
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1.2. The Heavy-Atom Method 
For this method to be applicable the chemical com

pound must contain at least one atom which is considerably 
heavier than the rest, or a heavy atom or group of atoms 
containing a heavy-atom must be incorporated in the 
structure by some chemical means. The positions of these 
heavy atoms in the unit cell of the crystal can then be 
determined by considering the vector peaks in the Patterson 
map. From the known positions of the heavy atoms structure 
factors can be calculated for a hypothetical structure of 
the heavy atoms alone.

For any one reflexion this calculation gives the 
contribution of the heavy atoms to the observed structure 
amplitude. The limitations on the phase of the structure 
factor of a nonr-centrosymmetric structure imposed by the 
size of the heavy atom contributions are shown in Fig. 1 
(Robertson, 1963)* F is the contribution of the unknown 
portion of the structure, f^ is the known contribution of 
the heavy atom, Fjj is the resultant structure factor of 
the heavy atom derivative.

The phase of f^ is known, while that of F is com
pletely unknown. The phase of the resultant structure 
factor of the whole structure Fjj is constrained so that 
the end of the vector Fjj must lie on t h e c i r c l e .
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The diagrams show that where is large, compared to F, 
the phase angle of the actual structure factor F^ must he 
similar to that of the heavy-atom scattering vector. As 
f^ becomes smaller, the probability tends to 1 / 2 that 
the structure factor will have a phase within -17/2 of 
the heavy-atom phase. Considering the range of possible 
phase angles of a typical structure factor, it is sur
prising that the solution of a non-centrosymmetric 
structure does not present even more difficulty in 
practice.

The larger the heavy-atom contribution, the more 
likely is the phase of the structure factor to be close 
to that of the heavy-atom contribution. By examining a 
list of the structure factors, a crystallographer can 
decide which are safe to be included in the electron- 
density synthesis. (A small computer program can do this 
equally well.) Sim (i960) has pointed out that this 
arbitrary procedure is not completely satisfactory.
Either too few unreliable terms may be omitted, or else, 
if too many are eliminated, the electron-density maps may 
actually be made worse in spite of the phase errors in 
these terms.

A more objective procedure is to weight the terms 
according to the reliability of their phases, as suggested
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by Y/oolfson (1958) and Sim (i960). Even so, except 
where the heavy-atom is barely heavy enough, unweighted 
electron-density maps are remarkably successful at 
revealing the structure.
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1.3* The Isomorphous^Replacement Kethod 
This is not so widely applicable as the heavy-atom 

method. At least one heavy-atom derivative, isomorphous 
with the parent compound, is required. In the non
ce ntro symmetric case, three isomorphous compounds must be 
used to obtain a complete solution of the phase problem. 
The requirement of isomorphism is the chief limitation on 
the method, since, with small or medium-sized chemical 
molecules, the addition of a heavy-atom frequently forces 
the compound to crystallise in a different space group. 
Compounds such as the phthalocyanines (Robertson, 1936) 
are rare. Sometimes a series of solvates can be used with 
great effect, (Cheung, 1966), but solvates frequently form 
crystals of unsatisfactory composition (Islam, 1966).
With exceedingly large molecules such as proteins, however, 
the addition of heavy-atoms may leave the structure 
relatively undisturbed. The isomorphous replacement has 
been brilliantly used by Kendrew (1961 ) in solving the 
structure of the protein myoglobin, and by Philips (1965) 
in the structure determination of lysozyme.
Double Isomorphous Substitution

In the case where three isomorphous crystals are 
available, compound, compound + Heavy-atom 1, compound + 
Heavy-atom 2, P, FH^, FH2 are the structure factors for
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one reflexion in the three compounds, and fH^ fH2 are 
the scattering vectors for the heavy-atoms 1 and 2 
respectively.

Only the magnitude of F, FH^ and FH2 are known, and not 

their phases. Using vector notation we have:-
FHX = F + fE 1 (1)

and
FH2 = F + fH2 (2)

These can he re-arranged as shown below:-
FHX - fHx = F (3)
FH2 - fH2 = F (4)

Since we know both the phase and amplitude of fH^ and fH2, 
these equations can be solved graphically (Fig. 2) by a 
procedure introduced by Harker (1956).

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that each isomorphous pair 
gives rise to two possible solutions. Thus the vector F
must be along either OB or 00, and the vector FH^ must be
along either AB or AC. In Fig. 2.b. the vector F must be 
along OB'1' or OC'1' and the vector F must be along either 
A^B ^ or A^C'1'. When we combine these in a single drawing,
Fig. 2c. we can see that there is only one possible
solution and the phases of F, FH^, FH'2 can be determined 
unambiguously.

In practice the three circles rarely meet at one
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point, and a statistical technique must be used. The 
’’best" intersection-point is usually taken as the centre 
of gravity of the probability distribution.
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1.4» The Heavy-A torn, Anomalous Dispersion Method

This method can be used to obtain more accurate phase- 
angles, to assist the solution of general non-centrosymmetric 
structures by the heavy-atom method, to determine absolute 
molecular configurations directly, and, in some cases, to 
resolve the problem of '•pseudo-symmetry*1 in the initial 
heavy-atom-phased electron-density maps.

Pseudo-symmetry occurs whenever the arrangement of 
the heavy-atoms alone corresponds to a space group more 
symmetrical than that of the actual crystal. In this case 
the first electron-density map, phased from the heavy-atom 
position, is a multiple image of the structure. The 
weighting procedures discussed earlier do not alter this, 
and only improve the quality of the multiple image.
Usually, structures of this type are solved by selecting 
some chemically recognisable group of atoms from the 
initial maps and, after structure factors have been cal
culated, an improved map is obtained.

Systematic methods are available for non-centrosymmetric 
structures which make use of the fact that certain atoms 
scatter X-rays anomalously. They are the direct-phase 
method of Ramachandran and Raman (1956) and the sine- 
Patterson method proposed by Okaya, Saito and Pepinsky 
(1955)* Geurtz, Peerdeman and Byvoet (1963) compared the
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two methods and concluded that the direct phase method 
gave the more satisfactory results.

The only disadvantage is that the intensities of
both the Fhkl and the Fhkl reflexions have to be
measured. At present this is laborious, and the method
is seldom used. With the coming of computer-controlled 
diffractometers, data collection will become much more 
flexible. Since small or accidentally absent amplitudes 
have little effect on an electron-density map, it would 
be necessary to phase only the larger terms accurately.

Therefore it would be necessary to measure only the 
second reflexion hkl if its twin the hkl reflexion were 
larger than some specified minimum.

The departure from Friedel's Law (1913) is caused by 
an atom in the structure being excited by the incident 
radiation. This results in the diffracted wave's having 
both a real and an imaginary component. The effect is at 
its maximum if the wavelength of the incident radiation 
is just longer than the wavelength at which the atom has 
an absorption-edge, but comparatively small effects can 
be utilized by the method (Raman, 1958).

Fr * Fr are the components of the unknown, normally- 
scattering atoms;

Fa , Fa are the real components of the diffracted beam
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scattered by the anomalously-scattering 
atom;

F^, aoce imaginary components of the wave
scattered by the anomalously-scattering 
atom;

F, F are the structure factor vectors;
t —/F, F are the mean structure factor vectors which

are to be used in the electron-density map; 
oc is the required phase angle;

is the known phase angle of the normal
component of the heavy atom scattering
vector;

Q is the angle between F^" and F'.
From the figure it is seen that the phase of F^ is V2+£V
Therefore we have

o( + 9 = TT/2 +

and so:
ex. = v /2 + cxA - e (1)

From the Cosine we have:
If Iz = If* !* - 2-If 'IIfa"I cos (igo - $ ) (2)

and
Ifl1 = IF'l+ I FfylX -llF\IF/\ c o s ( $ )  (3)

If A l F i ^ l r r - l r J 1 , | W  , x
we have CO$(0) = xilF l I j F / ' I  )  ^
and

if i y  z  u r i  1
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The ambiguity in the value of Q obtained from 
equation (4) is resolved by taking the value of enclose 
to (X^, the phase of the heavy-atom scattering vector. 
Although the data must be placed on an absolute scale, 
this may be done adequately (Harris and Mills, 1966) by 
finding the batch scale factor K from the following 
expression:

batch batch

k - e ifci / r  iFoi, <«
where |Fc| is the amplitude of the heavy-atom contribution
to the structure factor and |Fo| is the experimentally-
determined structure amplitude on the relative scale.

Some limitation must be imposed . on the values of the
shifts from the heavy-atom phase obtained by applying this
method. Hall and Maslen (1965) suggest that, if c 0 $ ( o ) )  I ' O

I , then o< = + TT / X

and if 2jFA \ )  If|1+ I F I 1 f

_ /  
then 1

/ // 
and if f  - 0  or f ^  = Q

then cX - 0(
This method therefore seems assured of more frequent 

use in future.
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1.5. Vector Space Methods 
1.5»1« The Patterson Function

The first and most important method of displaying 
the information in the observed structure amplitudes is 
the Patterson function. This is a Fourier synthesis as 
shown below:

Aluvw) = yX Z X iF(hkJ) I cos ( n r ( h u + k v + / w ) ) . . . . ( l )  
h k 4

f

Patterson derived this synthesis by considering the' 
convolution of the electron-density with itself. Its 
important property is that the peaks in the Patterson 
function occur at the ends of the interatomic vectors* 
for every pair of atoms in the crystal a peak occurs in
the Patterson function. Thus there are* in a unit cell

2containing N atoms, N peaks in the Patterson map and N 
of these are at the origin.

There are two problems in interpreting the Patterson
map:
(i) Obtaining the actual structure from a set of vector 

peaks of the structure;
(ii) Dealing with the lack of resolution of the Patterson 

which is far from a set of point vectors.
In the matter of obtaining the structure from the 

Patterson function, the presence of one atom slightly
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heavier than the others greatly increases the chances of 
success.
1.5.2. Heavy-Aton Superposition Methods

One of the first was the vector superposition method 
of Beevers and Robertson (1950) » which utilised the so- 
called sum function, and was carried out by placing the 
origin of the Patterson on each heavy-atom position in 
turn. The positions of the light atoms were then revealed 
in the sum function. A more popular image-s'eeking 
function is the Buerger Minimum Function (Buerger, 1959)*
In this the value recorded on the resulting map is the 
lower of the two values at any grid-point, on two displaced 
Patterson maps.

As carried out by hand, the Minimum Function map does 
not compare well with a normal heavy-atom phased electron- 
density map. This may be due partly to the limited 
accuracy of superposition. In the heavy-atom method it 
is important that the heavy-atom co-ordinates should be 
accurate to much better than 0*2 A0 and interpolation is 
used to achieve this. By analogy, one would expect that 
for good results the minimum function must be carried out 
with interpolated Patterson values. A second point is 
that the simple minimum-function can be improved if, on 
choosing one heavy-atom position, other minimum—functions

-14-



are obtained for the other heavy-atom positions related 
by the space group symmetry, and if these minimum- 
functions are combined, again by the minimum-function.

The advantages of the superposition method are that 
the accuracy of the image produced does not depend on 
the weight of the atom, only on its positional accuracy, 
and on the general accuracy of the observational measure
ments. Only when the random fluctuations caused by 
experimental error in the measurements become of com
parable size to the image of the structure which is 
being sought will the result become unreliable.

The disadvantage of the method is that it is much 
more complicated than the heavy-atom method, and in cases 
where the heavy-atom is insufficiently heavy to give 
reliable phasing, it is sometimes difficult to locate the 
heavy-atom itself.
1.5>3* Equal Atom Structures

Here the problem is to locate one or two atoms, so 
that the Patterson superposition methods can be used.
The most promising approach here is through the S-map,

M/un^rhtktnnJ L'/ncemb
Jacobson^C^Sq), Simpson, Dobrott and Lipscomb; (1965)* 
The S-Map

This is a special map obtained from the Patterson 
function by the use of the minimum-function. When an
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atom occur3 at some position in the unit cell of a 
crystal, identical atoms must also occur at other positions 
in the unit cell in accordance with the space-group 
symmetry. Thus these atoms must give rise to interatomic 
vectors in the Patterson. The procedure is as follows:- 
a position in the real space unit cell is selected and, 
from the space group equivalent positions, the positions 
in vector space which correspond to these are generated 
and examined in the Patterson map. The value of S(x,y,z) 
is the lowest value that occurs at any of the vector 
positions.

The S-map has the property that it must have density 
at every point where the structure has electron-density.
It is easier to compute than the superposition minimum 
map, because interpolation is not required, and the map 
displays all the information that can be obtained directly 
from the intensities. This is a very powerful function.
It has been used to obtain accurate trial atom positions 
for the superposition method, mainly by Lipscomb and his 
co-workers. It can also be used to obtain an MM-functionM 
(Woolfson and Main, 1963) from which phases can be deter
mined.
Conclusion

The vector space methods are simpler to understand

-16-



than the reciprocal space direct methods, but the large 

size of the three-dimensional maps makes them difficult 
to program successfully. They are not rendered powerless 
by the lack of a centre of symmetry, and some moderately 
complicated structures have been solved, e.g. Cellobiose, 
(Jacobson, Wunderlich and Lipscomb, 1959).

-17-



1.6. Direct Methods
1.6.1. Introduction

Although the solution of any unknown structure by the 
heavy-atom method, or any of the methods so far discussed, 
is a direct solution, the term "direct method" has been 
restricted by usage to methods which attempt to obtain 
phase information from the measured amplitudes. The 
Patterson function displays all the information in the 
measured amplitudes, but though its form is more under
standable, it cannot contain any more "information" 
than the amplitudes themselves. It is worth noting that, 
for a thirty-atom problem, a three-dimensional Patterson 
may contain 50,000 grid-points, whereas there may be only
2,000 intensity measurements, of which perhaps half are 
reasonably large. Thus the volume of data to be handled 
is much less for direct methods than for vector methods.
1.6.2. Inequalities

Historically this was the first method. Inequalities 
arising from different symmetry elements were derived by 
Harker and Kasper (1949) in their definitive paper.

The theory is based on the application of two well- 
known inequalities, the Schwara Inequality and the Cauchy 
Inequality, to the structure factor equation:

-18-



FftAfl = v j f j  ̂ y )  z 2n ‘
0 0 0

Schwarz's inequality is 
1

(i)

f ? J r j1 ^  (/[/I ^ r) ( / h l 2</r (2)
Let us consider a centrosymmetric crystal. If the 

origin is taken at the centre of symmetry, equation (l) 
becomes » > 1

F(h k l )  = V  JLo(x/ \jt z) cos (n r  (hx+ky+kJchclyJz
(3)

O 0
I n  equation (2) let

/y</r| =  R h k i )

?
d r

' A= J' Z^)/  "C0$(1W ( h x + k y + I z ) ) ,s dx dy <*z ?
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t h e n 11 i

0 0 0

\ i  yO 6c, J, z  ) d x d y  el:

X J J J  y ilX^^JU PS liT rinx+K /^z/ijax^.
0 0 0

S i n c e  coFe - ^ i ( \  + cos 10), equation ( u )  can
be sitn pljJ Ltd. The- number of- scattering 
electrons (F) in the unit cell is ytven by

H  =  v l j J z)dx dy Jz I s )
Ooo

hpplyLny these fo (U.) we o e f

Rhkt i  £ Z / l ^ 2 - . +  F ( i h / L k , l £ ) ' )  ( i )
or

E l M k; .4. yL  F ( i h  i k . i l )  (7/
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By the use of the Cauchy inequality it is possible to 
produce a stronger inequality, which utilises the fact 
that atomic scattering decreases in a similar manner for 
all atoms as the angle of diffraction increases. The 
inequality obtained is analogous to (7) for the case of a
0 0 act rm m a4* vi *i a nviir n4- n 1 •

U(hkl) is known as the unitary structure factor, a quantity 
much used in direct methods.
Conclusion

It is interesting to read that Harker and Kasper saw 
that the inequalities could be still further strengthened 
by the use of statistical methods.

•'In the case of crystals with large unit cells, it may 
be possible to divide the values of Fhkl/Z by numbers 
which decrease much more rapidly with increasing sin9/x

In practice the method has solved very few structures. 
Its importance is in the impetus it/gave to the search 
for methods of obtaining phases directly from measured

(8)

A

than
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amplitudes.
1.6.3. Phase-Determining Equations 
Sayre *s Equation

The next, advance was made hy Sayre (1952) who con
sidered a hypothetical crystal with an electron-density 
which was everywhere the square of the electron-density 
in the actual crystal. For the real crystal

The structure factors for the squared crystal differ 
from those of the real crystal. The difference between 
the structures is that the squared atoms are much "sharper” 
than the real atoms. Thus the structure factors
are "sharpened" (in the Patterson sense) compared to the 
FH series. That is, F^ and 5JF^ are related by a factor 
which takes account of this change of shape of the atoms.
In general, this factor is different for different values 
of H,

while for the "squared crystal",
(1)

- I T T  i H X (2)

Th

(5)

(4)

(3)
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,1 _  -L- ) I -J- V  r  r~ 1 - 2 i r i ( H L +H2 ) Xyt (x )  -  v L L v U h, ^
Hz - * ^  (5)

Let + Hg = H, and = H . Then since the
summations in (5) run over all integers, the range of H 
is the same as the range of H^.
Thus

W =
/  H H'
and comparing (2), (3) and (6), we get

- 2 T T L  H X

JL (6)

*  Fh = i r  I  F» F»-
H'

H  C7)
or ^

y  F h  =  V  L .  F h ' F h - h ' , (8)
whence ^

F h  ~  p  v  II F F h - h '  . (9)
H'

This final equation must hold for crystals composed 
of equal resolved atoms. The equation will hold for any 
structure factors, including unitary or normalised 
structure factors. It is also applicable directly to 
non-centrosymmetric crystals. In this last case is 
complex*

Let PH = /^H -t-t B h) ~ 4 hV H ( A h ' +  i i8h-h'){10^
J H'

Then h H ~ p y  JJ/Ih'Ah-h'- B h ' B h - h ' ) , (11)

and B h - - ^ L ( A h ' 8h - h ' - B h ' A h - h ' )  (12)
" -23-



so

It can be seen from the form of equations (9) and 
(14) that they are iteration formulae. They give the 
values of the structure factor or phase in terms of all 
the other structure factors. They cannot be applied 
directly until at least some signs or phases have been 
determined. They have, however, been used to improve 
sets of signs to make them self-consistent. Equation (9) 
has been used by Cochran and Douglas (1957) to evaluate 
various sets of signs obtained by another method. This 
was done by calculating the value of an index k for 
each set of signs, where

The initial sign determination is often accomplished 
by means of a degenerate form of Sayre's equation. If, 
in equation (9), one of the terms in the summation is very 
large, the sign of the total may be taken as the sign of 
this largest term,

(15)
•I IHThis has a value close to zero for the correct set of

signs.



arid if two or more terms in the summation are large, 
and the structure factor on the left hand side is also 
large, it is taken that the large terms all have the same 
sign.
1.6.4* Statistical Methods

This method stems from the work by Hauptman and 
Karle (1952) (1953)* These workers developed mathematical 
relationships involving normalised structure factors.
This is defined as

The magnitudes of the E values are thus independent 
of the number of electrons in the structure.

Even so, their undoubted success seems to stem mainly 
from their meticulous attention to practical details 
rather than from any of the special formulae used.

Practical points which must not be overlooked are:-
1. The collection of data for as much of reciprocal 

space as possible.
2. The data must be scaled, to obtain a single relative 

scale.
3. Great care must be taken in obtaining the value of

where E is the normalised structure factor and
2is the "local average" value of F .
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< P >  to transform the structure amplitudes to 
normalised amplitudes.

4. The use of a method, the ’’Symbolic Addition Method”, 
which assigns letter phases to various large E 
values. The technique is based entirely on the 
Karle and Hauptman I  ̂  relationship, which is very 
similar to Sayre’s equation.

5. The initial set of signs is made self-consistent, 
and is expanded by the use of the 512 equation.

6. If any signs are still in doubt, electron-density 
maps are calculated for all possible sets of signs.
The co-efficients used in this Fourier synthesis are 
the normalised structure factors, and the resulting 
map is a kind of ”sharpened” electron-density map.
By using this method the Karles have solved many 

crystal structures (1957) (1961) ( 1963) (1966A, B, C), 
including a non-centrosymmetric crystal structure of some 
complexity
1.7. Conclusion

It seems certain that in the future crystal structures 
of compounds containing only light atoms will be solved 
more frequently , especially if the substance studied is 
precious, or the attachment of a suitable heavy-atom
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proves difficult. Direct methods, vector methods and 

anomalous dispersion methods may also he used to supple
ment the basic heavy-atom and isomorphous replacement . 
techniques.

"It may be better to spend a few days in the 
calculating room than six months in the laboratory".
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Chapter 2 

CRYST ALLOGRAPH! C C OLiPUTER PRO GRAil'lI NG
2.1. Introduction 

While the work for this thesis was being done an 
English Electric KDF 9 computer was installed at 
Glasgow University. This replaced the older DEUCE 
computer which had been used for all the crystallographic 
calculations, and the changeover necessitated the 
re-writing of all the computer programs.

When a fast modern computer became available, it 
was apparent that the bottleneck of a crystal structure 
analysis was the stage at which the crystallographer 
plotted out his maps, examined the results of his 
labours and decided what to do next. It therefore 
seemed desirable to shift some of the burden of the 
interpretative work from the crystallographer to the 
computer.

The programs described in this chapter are the 
author’s contributions to this.
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2.2. The Fourier Search Program 
Description

In structure analysis the interpretation of large, 
three-dimensional maps of all kinds is a very important 
job. The program described below can help the crystal
lographer in this.

The program scans any three-dimensional map and 
picks up the approximate positions of all the maxima 
above a given threshold value. From these approximate 
positions and the density values surrounding them the 
program then calculates the interpolated co-ordinates 
of the maximum, the maximum density value (or peak 
height) and the integrated density (or peak weight).
The program then sorts the peaks into order of decreas
ing density and outputs them.

The map to be searched must be input to the pro
gram in an agreed format from a magnetic tape. It has 
been used successfully to search Patterson maps and 
"difference" maps as well as the more usual electron- 
density maps. A second version is available which 
searches for minima, and this has been used successfully 
to search for hydrogen peaks in the maps produced in 
structure analysis by neutron diffraction.
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Llethod
The program requires as input a magnetic tape on 

which the map to be scanned is stored in a binary form. 
This is usually calculated by the Glasgow Fourier 
program (Dr. J. G. Sime).

The map is searched, one section at a time, and 
a list is obtained of all the maxima greater than the 
threshold value which the user has specified. This list 
of peaks in any one section is then examined to 
determine whether a higher maximum for any peak occurs 
in another section. A second check is made on whether 
it is possible that the maximum of any peak lies out
side the computed section of the map. If either of 
these occurs, then the peak is ignored. In this way, the 
approximate co-ordinates of each distinct maximum are 
obtained.

A second search through the map is then made, and 
the density values of the 27 grid points containing each 
maximum are picked from the map.

The interpolation follows that of Shoemaker,
Donohue, Schomaker and Corey(1950). An expression

= Ax2 + + Cz;2
+ Dx + Ey + Fz 
+ Gxy + Hyz + Ixz 
+ J ............. (I),
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is used, and the coefficients are fitted to the density 
values by the Least-Squares Method* Originally the 
logarithm of the density was fitted. Since atomic 
electron-density is Gaussian, this was expected to be 
the best method. Y/hen an electron-density map is not 
well-phased, or if it suffers from severe termination- 
-of-series-error, the peaks are often truncated or mis
shapen# It was found by experience that (I) gave a much 
better fit to the interpolated maximum peak height. No 
doubt the logarithmic formula could have been made to 
fit better by using a suitable weighting scheme in the 
Least-Squares calculation, but (I) has been found to 
give excellent results in practice.

The co-ordinates of the maximum are then found by 
evaluating the partial derivatives of (I) with respect 
to x, y and z, equating these to zero and solving for 
the co-ordinates x, y and z. Two difficulties may arise. 
The first is that the expression for the density fitted 
to the maximum may not tend to zero in all directions. 
This results in a failure of the solving procedure.
The second is the related difficulty that the 
"interpolated" maximum may appear to be outside the 
block of 27 grid-points. This is physically unreason
able. Should either of these difficulties arise the
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program outputs the approximate co-ordinates of the 
peak, with a marker, at the end of the main list of 
maxima.

The program does a simple numerical integration 
over the block of 27 grid-points surrounding each peak. 
Since this volume is less than the total volume of a 
typical peak, the result is always considerably smaller 
than the chemically expected number of electrons. The 
volume of integration is kept small because density 
maps often lack resolution and, on integration over a 
large volume, would include density from neighbouring 
peaks. The integrated density is a better criterion of 
the reliability of a peak than the maximum height, 
because this height also depends on the vibration 
amplitude of the atom concerned. The list of peaks is 
therefore sorted into descending order by peak-density.

Results
The program has been in regular use in Glasgow and 

at several other universities for over a year. It has 
been found to be very reliable and to produce accurate 
co-ordinates. It is used for searching all types of 
maps and several structures have been solved without a 
single map being plotted out.
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2.3* The Sorting Program 
Introduction 

Since the actual operation of sorting is easy to 
understand, and mechanical card sorters work very 
efficiently, the difficulty of sorting large quantities 
of crystallographic data, stored on paper tape or 
magnetic tape is not, at first, obvious. The problem 
becomes serious only when the information to be sorted 
exceeds the fast-storage capacity of the computer.

Sorting Methods 
Two methods suggest themselves. The first is the 

sort-and-merge technique. From information theory this 
can be shown to be, in general, the most efficient 
technique. It requires at least three magnetic tapes, 
one for input and output of data and two for temporary 
storage of partially sorted data. As much information 
as possible is read into the core-store of the computer, 
where it is sorted, and output to one of the two "work" 
tapes. Another core-full of data is then read in, sorted 
and output to the other of the two "work" tapes. In 
this way all the data are given a preliminary sorting.
The partially sorted data are then compared, term by 
term, one term from each of the two batches, to produce 
ordered sequences of double the size of the original
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batches, and this is repeated until finally the sorting 
is complete.

The second method is to select batches for sorting 
from the original data. Thus, if the core could hold
1,000 items, the largest (or smallest) thousand would 
first be selected and sorted. This second method was 
adopted for this program as it is simpler and requires 
fewer magnetic tapes.

Description
The program accepts data from a magnetic tape. The 

format is the one used in the ASS system, but it is 
inefficient if many passes have to be made through the 
data. The data are therefore read into the computer 
and stored on a "work" tape in batches of fifty 
reflexions. The program also requires the information 
defining the required order of the data, - which index 
is going to change most slowly, which most quickly, 
which at a medium rate and whether the order is to be 
ascending or descending. For eaĉ L reflexion plane, 
therefore, an index number is generated from the 
crystallographic indices. It is this composite index 
which will be sorted into order. Its value is given 
byi

Index = 10,000 x s + 100 x m + f ,
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where s is the value of the slowest-changing index;
m i s  the value of the medium - changing index;
f is the value of the fastest-changing index.

A histogram of the number of data with each of the
values of the slowest changing index is also constructed 
From the histogram maximum and minimum values of the 
slowest changing index are then chosen so as to define 
the biggest possible batch which can be stored, complete 
in the core store of the computer.

These batches are then selected, sorted and output. 
The actual sorting is done in two stages:
1. The sorting index and only the address of each 

reflexion are sorted. The method follows that of 
Hibbard*s program C, (1963)« This takes advantage 
of order in the data, and for unbiased data the 
time taken is approximately dependent on nlog^n 
where n is the number of items to be sorted.

2. The second stage is to transfer the reflexions to 
their new addresses.

Finally, the sorted data are output, again in the 
standard ASS format, on to the output magnetic tape.

Results
The program has been in use in Glasgow for some
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time. Typical times required are shown below,
the unoptimised Kalgol translator):-

No. of 
No. of items per 
Planes Plane Time

(using

4,400
800

12
14

4 minutes 
49 seconds



2.4. Weighting Scheme Program 
Introduction

This program will calculate a satisfactory weight
ing function and will output a paper tape giving an 
individual weight to each reflexion. The resultant

   pdistribution of W A as a bivariate function of jFol and
p psin Q / X  is also calculated. (The symbols have their 

usual significance.)
Theory

In a Least-Squares Refinement the weight given to
1 pany observation should be /cr , (Cruickshank, 1964)

2where o' is the variance of the observation.
In crystal structure analysis, however, it is 

customary to have only one observation for the majority
pof the reflexions, thus malting a direct estimate of o'

impossible. A second difficulty is that a direct
estimate of from the observations will not include
the variance due to systematic errors which may be
present in certain classes of observations. The direct 

2estimate of o' may, therefore, be much too small for 
such classes of reflexions.

Cruickshank shows that a better method of estimating
2o' , which includes random errors, systematic errors 

present in the data but not paralleled in the model, and
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systematic errors present in the model, but not present 
in the data, is to take:

where A = |Po/ - |Pc]
pOf course, for any individual observation A &ay "be 

a very bad estimate of the variance, but in crystal 
structure analysis the number of observations is always 
large. Thus the Cruickshank procedure is to divide the

P pdata into batches by |Fo| and sin 9/% and to use the
2average value of A for the batch as a measure of the 

variance.
Method

The present program divides all the reflexions into
p pbatches depending on |Fo( and sin ©/X, and the average

p p p
IFo] and sin ©/X and A. are calculated for each batch.
An expression of the form:

~ ( a + 8  Fo + C Fo F a .....

+ E X//n£) +  F~ X X 0  ■+• Q s .

is used. The coefficients are fitted by the Least-
Squares Method. The observational equations are weighted
in proportion to the numbers in each batch. Very small
batches are ignored and slightly larger batches are

— 2tested to ensure that the value of A  no  ̂ dispropor
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tionately snail. Isolated reflexions with large
2unrepresentative values of A are also omitted from the 

calculation of the weighting expression.
From the expression:
W  -  +  BjFol + C lf°*t  I 4' .......... )

+ E ' x / s i i ^ Q  + ■ ■ ■ -(2)
weights are now calculated for every reflexion. Provision 
is also made for scaling the weights to a suitable 
relative scale, if this is desired. The output tape is 
in the format required for the Cruickshank Structure 
Factor Least-Squares Program.

Results
This is one of the most recent programs so there

has not yet been wide general usage, but the structures
described in this thesis were all weighted by it. The

2distribution of W A  which it produces are generally 
satisfactory and the time taken is only a few seconds 
for the average structure.
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2.5. The ASS System

2.5.1. Introduction
This was set up shortly after the completion of the 

Fourier Search program had shown that the computer inter
pretation of electron-density maps was possible. Its 
name meant Automatic Structure Solution but it was also 
intended to convey that this was to be a simple approach 
and that it should not be left to do too much unattended!

The main feature is that ASS can carry out cycles 
of calculations, - structure factor calculation,
Fourier summation, Fourier search, structure factor 
calculation, Fourier summation etc. - with very little 
attention from the crystallographer.

A second important feature is that the system of 
storing crystallograph!c data on magnetic tape can be 
used easily by inexperienced programmers. In fact, the 
system was deliberately kept simple, at the cost of 
complete generality, for this reason.

A third feature is that the handling of data and 
intermediate results on magnetic tape has largely 
eliminated the punching of very large quantities of 
paper tape, which'was time consuming and much less 
reliable than has been the case with magnetic tape.

The work was carried out in collaboration with
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hr. K. V/. 1,'uir and hr. P.. Pollard, who discussed the 

design with the author and v/ho have both written programs 
for the system.

Several other programs have been adapted, principally 
J. C-. Sime's Fourier Program, and various other people 
have contributed programs*

2.5.2. Description 
Data Handling

In crystal structure analysis, there are two types 
of information to be stored.
Type 1

This may be thought of as "permanent" information.
It is already possessed by the crystallographer at the 
start of the attempt to solve the structure, and is seldom 
changed in the course of the refinement. Examples are:- 

unit cell dimensions, 
space group symmetry, 
chemical elements present and their 

atomic scattering factors, and 
experimental reflexion data.

Type 2
This information relates to the model proposed for 

the structure, and changes as the solution and refinement 
proceed. Examples are:
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atomic co-ordinates and other parameters,
structure factors,
modified structure factors,
maps, and
peak co-ordinates.

All this information is stored on magnetic tape which 
acts as a "file".

Since this is a simplified data-storage system, only 
one set of "temporary" type 2 data is kept in the file.
The temporary data are over-written when the next 
iteration commences.

The permanent data are loaded from paper tape.
This is done only once per structure when computation for 
the structure analysis is started. The current atomic 
parameters, also on paper tape, are added to the file once 
per cycle, to replace the previous atomic parameters.
Peak co-ordinates from maps are stored directly on the 
magnetic tape by the Fourier Search Program, which also 
prints them, and punches them out on paper tape.

Should an accident happen to the magnetic tape file, - 
failures are fortunately a rare occurrence, all the 
information to load a new magnetic file tape is thus 
available on paper tape, although structure factors may 
have to be re-calculated.



Crystallcgraphic information has a very varied format. 

One approach to this problem is to use a system of "keys", 
as in the "Index of Lists" compiled by Cruickshank, Freeman, 
Rollett, Sime, Smith, Truter and Wells (1964). The 
approach in the ASS system is to define rigorously the 
format of the information which is stored. For example, 
it was decided that every structure factor array would be 
named "SFS" and that its first three items would always 
be the crystallographic Miller indices of the structure 
factor; the fourth and fifth items would be |Fo| and 
iFcl respectively, and so on for all the other items 
(McGregor, 1966). This is not such a general method as 
the "keys" method, but since the programmers were all 
working together, lack of generality was not a serious 
disadvantage and, moreover, it simplified the programs 
considerably.

The variable sizes of the blocks of information are 
dealt with in two ways:

(A) For reflexion data, structure factors and modified 
structure factors the tape has one block per reflexion.
The last block contains a "last block marker". No check 
is kept on the number of individual blocks which can 
therefore easily be altered at will by adding or deleting 
individual reflexions.
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(B) In front of individual blocks of variable size are 
small "key" blocks of fixed size* Each small block gives 
the size of the variable blocks following it.
Programs for ASS

Since this is basically a data-handling system, 
many ASS programs have no connection with "Automatic 
Structure Solution", e.g. R. Pollard's Isotropic Structure- 
Factor - Least-Squares Program. These will not be discussed 
here.

2.5.3. Automatic Structure Solution

When the Fourier Search Program became available 
it was seen that automatic Fourier refinement and structure 
solution were at least possibilities. There are two 
difficulties.

Not all the peaks on an electron-density map corres
pond to genuine atoms. They may be diffraction ripples 
or peaks caused by incorrect phasing of the structure 
amplitudes. When the map is phased by structure factors 
calculated from a heavy atom in a special position the 
peaks may, in fact, be multiple images of the light atoms 
in the structure. The second difficulty is that, once an ' 
incorrect peak is accepted as an atom and is included in 
the phasing calculation, it will appear in the next
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electron-density nap. This is particularly true of non
ce ntro symmetric refinements. An automatic Fourier refine
ment system must therefore apply a series of tests to 
eliminate the spurious peaks picked up by the Fourier 
Search Program.

A crystallographer can look at a three-dimensional 
plot of electron-density or peak positions and decide 
intuitively which peaks agree with what is known of the 
chemical structure and whether the packing of the mole
cules is feasible. A program to do this would need to be 
fairly sophisticated. Kitaigorodskii (1965) has suggested 
that the criterion of packing may be sufficient to 
determine organic structures.

Another method, which has been applied by 
J. S. Eollett (1965) is to carry out one or two cycles of 
Least-Squares Refinement, refining the occupation number 
of the "unknown" peaks.

The ASS. testing scheme for peaks is somewhat simpler 
than either of the other methods, and it is incorporated 
in the Structure-Factor-with-Testing Program. This was 
written in collaboration with Mr. K. W. Muir. The peaks 
are fed, one at a time, into a structure factor calculation 
over a randomly-selected sub-set of the data. The contri
butions of the tentative atom are combined with the
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contributions of the known atoms. Those tentative atoms 
which jjroauce a specified drop in the K-factor are 
accepted. Where pseudo-symmetry is present the peak is 
tested in all the possible positions and the position 
giving the lowest R-factor is adopted. After this 
preliminary test the tentative atoms which were rejected 
are re-tested to determine whether, in the company of the 
other newly accepted atoms, they now lower the R-factor.
The iterative process is continued until no more tentative 
atoms are accepted.

The newly accepted atoms are now subjected to a second 
test. They are re-tested to determine whether they still 
lower the R-factor, and, in the cases where pseudo- 
symmetry was present, whether the atom is in the best 
position. This second test is re-cycled until no further 
changes occur.

2.5«4» Results 
The system has now been in operation at Glasgow for 

about ten months. During this period it has been used 
for the refinement of almost all the crystal structures, 
up to the point at which a transition has to be made to 
refinement by an Anisotropic Least-Squares Program.

In spite of this, few attempts have been made to 
solve structures automatically. Most crystallographers
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seen to have an instinctive distrust of the automatic 
procedure. They prefer to make a model, or plot the peak 
positions. Having decided how the molecule lies, they 
often check that the peaks which they have chosen do 
lower the R-factor. Altogether, about twenty-five 
structures have been solved using the system in this way.

Nevertheless, some examples of automatic structure 
solution can be cited.
Potassium Hydrogen Ei-Crotonate

This structure had already been solved by conven
tional methods and is described elsewhere in this thesis. 
The space group is ? I  and the formula is KCq Ô H-q .
Starting with only the potassium atom, after two cycles, 
eleven out of the thirteen atoms, excluding hydrogen, had 
been picked out correctly. The two missing atoms were 
carboxyl carbon atoms which had been dropped by the 
Fourier Search Program because the interpolation matrix 
was singular. No incorrect peak was accepted as an atom 
although the lowest correct atom was twenty-second on 
the peak list. (This structure gave electron-density 
maps with many diffraction ripples because only three 
layers of reflexion data were collected up the b-axis.)

Thus the gross structure of this compound was obtained 
after an expenditure of less than 60 minutes’ computer .time.
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Tri-I-'itro-Bro'mo fluorenone - Arithracene Complex 
(Solved "by Mr. R. Pollard and Dr. G-. Perguson)

The space group is F2-^/C and the chemical formula is 
^34^^2^3^r# •̂“^S'Ctor for the ‘bromine atom alone was
58/̂ . After two cycles the expected number of atoms had 
been picked out and the R-factor had been reduced to 36$. 
On examining the list of peak heights it was decided that 
disorder was present and that the tri-nitro-bromo- 
fiuorenone molecule could pack in alternative ways. This 
meant that the bromine atom and one of the nitro-groups 
were disordered. Without altering the structure in any 
way except to adjust the scattering factors of the 
bromine and nitrogen atoms involved, the R-factor fell 
immediately to 29$* The refinement has since been con
tinued to a terminal R-factor of 8$.
Tris-Ethyl Sulphonyl Methane

The solution and refinement of this compound will be 
dealt with elsewhere in this thesis.
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3.1. Introduction
Iri s-sulphonyl-methane c ompound s .d their

unusual

Right from their discovery, speculation has existed as 
to whether the central carbon atom of the methane molecule 
lies in the plane of the three sulphur atoms, or v/hether 
the molecule has a tetrahedral configuration. If 
different alkyl groups could be attached to each sulphur 
atom, the molecule, if non-planar, would rotate the 
plane of polarised light. Attempts to prepare unsymmet- 
rical tris-alkyl-sulphonyl-methanes and resolve the 
mixture into its optically-active components all failed. 
(Gibson, 1931; Hipping, 1935; Bohme and Iviarx, 1949). In 
1955, Doering and Levy suggested that the acidic proton 
would be lost more readily from a planar than from a non- 
planar molecule.

Initial X-ray diffraction work on tris-methyl- . 
sulphonyl-methane (TUSK) (Speakman and Abrahams,..1956) 
revealed a most unusual diffraction effect. In addition 
to sharply-defined normal X-ray reflexions from which a
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rhomboiiedral. space group was deduced, remarkable diffuse 
reflexions were observed (See Fig. 1). These occurred at 
reciprocal lattice positions 01 the hexagonal cell for
bidden to the rhombohedral space group. Since the diffuse 
reflexions remained unaltered in photographs taken at 
78°IC, they decided that the phenomenon was caused by dis
order of the crystal lattice, and not by any molecular 
vibration effect. Further support was lent to this con- 
. elusion by a study of the thermal capacity of TliSIi 
(Staveley and Davies, 1556) in which no phase transitions 
were observed between 14°K and room temperature.

The crystal structure of the ammonium salt of TMSIvi 
was determined by Hoogsteen (1957). Its structure was 
found to be planar.

Silverton, C-ibson and Abrahams (1966) investigated 
TliSI.i by three-dimensional X-ray methods. They were unable 
to refine an ordered structure and found that, to explain 
anomalous features of their Patterson and difference maps, 
they had to postulate a disordered structure containing 
two crystallographically-diff erent molecules, type A and 
type 3, in the ratio of 61:39 respectively. The molecules 
which are non-planar are stacked in columns, each column 
having 3-fold symmetry and lying along the 3-fold axes of 
the space group. Each column contains only one type of
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FI G. 1
Weissehberg photograph of hkio reciprocal lattice net 
of TTvlSIl, showing diffuse reflexions.





PIG. 2
Y/eissenberg photograph of likio reciprocal lattice net
of 1ESH.





~clecule, and the columns of different types are randomly 
arranged so that the overall ratio of A:3 molecules is 
maintained. The bond lengths in both type A and type 3 
molecules are chenically-reasonable, with normal inter- 
molecular contacts between stacks of type A and stacks of 
type 3, or between stacks of type A and type A, or 
between stacks of type B and type 3.

Tris-ethyl-sulphonyl methane (TESM) is very similar 
chemically to Til S3. It belongs to the same rhombohedral 
space group, but no diffuse X-ray reflexions are observed 
experimentally (See Big. 2).

It was therefore thought that this structure would 
provide a useful comparison with the disordered TMSM.
The complete crystal structure has been determined, and 
the molecular bond lengths have been measured accurately. 
The crystals used in this determination were prepared by 
Dr. D. T. Gibson.
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fris-ethyl-sulphonyl-methane (CH^CHgSOg)^CH;
molecular weight = 292.40; Laue group 3ui; 
sy s t en rhomb one dral ;

o
hexagonal lattice constants a = b = 14*9651 c = 9*Sl/\;

o 0 ̂120.0 ; volume = 1904 A ; six molecules per unit
cell; Ln = 1.55 g cm Dx = 1.565 g cm- ,̂*
E000 = 942 electrons;
absorption coefficient for LIoXo< = 5*83 cm~"̂ .
Choice of Space Group

Prom the Laue Group the space group is either R3c
or Lie. Since there are six molecules in the unit ceil,
and the molecule can have a 3-fold axis, the more obvious 
choice is B3c. The alternative is that the molecule 
would statistically half-occupy the twelve-fold positions 
in ?i3c, although no diffuse reflexions of the type found 
in TUSH were observed.

The initial choice of.B3c has been justified by the 
successful solution and refinement of the crystal 
structure.
Collection of Lata

The crystals were fine hexagonal needles, grown by 
the’slow cooling of aqueous solutions of TESM. Since the
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absorption coefficient is snail for I/'oII< radiation, a 
fairly large crystal was selected for use with the Hilger 
and V/atts Linear Diffractometer (Arndt and Phillips, 1961) 
in order to obtain fairly large counts. The crystal dimen
sions were approximately 0.4 x 0.4 x 0.8 mm. Weissenberg 
photographs of the reciprocal lattice layers were taken 
about the needle [e) axis using CuE<* radiation. These 
were taken in order to cheek the.space group absences and 
to facilitate setting the crystal on the diffractometer.
The a axial length was measured on a zero-layer Weissenberg 
photograph, and both a and £ axes were measured from 
Precession photographs of the h 0 1 net. These cell 
dimensions agreed well with the cell dimensions obtained 
from the diffractometer.

It was decided to use the hexagonal representation 
of the space group instead of the rhombohedral represent
ation. Two-thirds of the general hexagonal reflexions 
are systematically absent (h k i 1 is only present for 
-h + k + 1 = 3u; h h 0 1 only for 1 = 2n). Thus to 
collect the data on the hexagonal reciprocal lattice would 
have meant that two-thirds of the time would be spent 
measuring the intensities of systematically-absent 
reflexions. Por this reason another reciprocal cell was 
chosen with which all the reciprocal lattice points were
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.cally-present.
,,%r o recuirec ro diisi'ora the "diffracto

.etor" indices to the corresponding "hexagonal" indices 
ire given below:

in

h ’2 1 • 0~ h a
k = T 1 0 X k + 0
A _0 0 1_ 1 _0 _

"Hexagonal" "diffractometer"
where a = 0 for layers 0, 3, 6, 9 and 12;

= 1 for layers 1, 4, 7, 10 and 13;
= 2 for layers 2, 5, 8 and 11.

In the Linear Diffractometer there is an analogue of 
the reciprocal lattice in two machined slides which are 
positioned by lead screws in order to set the counter to 
the correct angle for any reflexion in any net up to 
approximately 29 = 60°. ’The layer line or net is set by 
a third slide which is at right angles to the plane of
the other two. If the reciprocal axes are oblique, the
first two slides can be set at the appropriate (^*) 
angle- If the other two angles (c?V* ahd^*) are also 
oblique, this is met by moving the origin . of the 
analogue reciprocal net away from the rotation axis by 
the appropriate reciprocal distance. The diffractometer 
provides not only a print-out of the reflexion indices
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B.iiO. all e c oun o s 00 uair.̂ a cuo u_lso a juuncned paper—tape 
containing this information which can he processed 
c_i.rec <-»iy oj c ompu j ex* •
Crvstal Setting on the Diffractometer■ A — ■ ■ ■  I II ■ ■■■ ■ ■ — I —  I I ■■■! II awn

The crystal was mounted and adjusted on a Precession 
camera, the needie-axis of the crystal being co-axial 
with the rotation-axis. The crystal and goniometer head 
were then mounted on the diffractometer, and the crystal 
adjusted to rotate on the rotation axis. The c* vertical 
slide was then raised to the(006)position with both a* 
and b* slides in the zero position-. Radiation from the 
axial reflexions reaches the counter independently of the 
rotation angle of the crystal. The output from the 
scintillation counter was fed to the count-rate meter, 
and the goniometer axes were adjusted slightly until it 
was seen from the count-rate meter that the count-rate 
was independent of the rotation angle. (This is similar 
to adjusting a wheel until it runs true). The vertical 
slide position was then altered slightly to obtain 
maximum count-rate. The vertical slide was then returned 
to the zero position.

From the zero layer Weissenberg photograph a large 
axial reflex... . ^cGO) was chosen. The a* axis was set 
to the appropriate reciprocal distance, and the crystal
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and gonome o&r neao. ro^a^ec siowny unuj__L one rGii’dXion 
was located. The size of reciprocal cell unit was then 
checked, by comparing the calculated position of the(SOO) 
reflexion with the position of peak intensity. The a* 
and b* slides were then set at 60°, and the positions of 
axial reflexions on the b* axis were checked.

All reflexions are measured on the linear Diffracto
meter by having the counter stationary, and rotating 
the crystal about its rotation axis until the reciprocal 
lattice point cuts the reflecting circle. Subsequent 
measurements are made by repeating a small angular 
rotation of the crystal. The angular range of rotation 
through which the (600) reflexion was observable was about
0.5°» This range increases as the distance of the 
reflexion from the point of rotation of the reciprocal 
net decreases. The oscillation range was set at 3*5°.

Whenever the diffractometer was set to collect the 
next layer, the setting of the rotation axis was checked 
on the (006) reflexion, and the intensity of the (600) 

reflexion was monitored to guard against unnoticed 
decomposition of the crystal in the continual intense X-ray 
radiation. No deterioration of the TESM crystal was 
observed throughout the data collection. Very large 
intensities were re-measured at low power.
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rrocessing of_______________
The data processing proceeded in four stages:

1. The intensities were corrected for background and for 
white radiation by the floss filter technique (1926) by
a computer rjrogrsm written by J. G-. Sime (1966) . This 
also detected punching errors in the paper tape obtained 
from the diffractometer, measurements which failed to 
pass the program/s tests were scrutinised, and compared 
with the paper print-out from the diffractometer. Those 
which could be corrected, and the re-scaled intensities 
which had been measured at low power were then added to 
the intensities which had already passed the tests.
2. The reflexions of the primitive "diffractometer" 
reciprocal cell were now re-indexed in terms of the space 
group's hexagonal cell. This entailed a rotation of the 
axes and a different translation of the origin for each 
net of reflexions. Turther equivalent reflexions 
measured in different parts of reciprocal spac-e had 
different indices. These were re-indexed in terms of 
their equivalent reflexions in the chosen asymmetric 
position of reciprocal space. They were then sorted into 
order, by indices, and the intensities with the same 
index were averaged. If agreement between the intensities 
was bad, and there were more than two estimates of the
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intensity of the reflexion, the value farthest from the 
average was eliminated. The remaining intensities were 
averaged and the agreement of the remaining intensities 
was checked. The individual intensity measurements 
Y/ere always printed out, as well as the averaged inten
sity values, so that the processing could he checked by 
hand. Two Algol computer programs were written to carry 
out the data processing described above.
3* The intensities were reduced to }Fo| structure ampli
tudes, a straight-forward operation since the reflexion 
geometry of the Linear Diffractometer is the 3ame as 
that of the equi-inclination V/eissenberg camera.

3*3* Course of the Structure Analysis 
Calculation of Fourier Maps 

At the time when the structure was solved, the 
Fourier Program available could not be used directly to 
calculated any Fourier map in the rhombohedral or hexagonal 
space groups. It was decided to treat the summation as 
though the space group were P 1 (PI for the Patterson 
map). To do this it is necessary to generate all the 
structure factors throughout a hemisphere of reciprocal 
space. This Was done by generating all the equivalent 
structure amplitudes of the Laue Group *3 m, and the phases 
for these amplitudes, required for electron-density
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calculations, were obtained by calculating structure - 
factors for all the generated amplitudes. The generation 
of the set of equivalent structure-amplitudes was carried 
out by a computer program written for this purpose. 
Structure Solution

The main feature of interest in the solution of this
structure was the extent to which it was carried out
automatically on the ASS system.

A sharpened three-dimensional Patterson map was 
calculated, and was searched for peaks by means of the 
“Fourier Search" program described in Chapter 2. The 3D- 
Patterson function was calculated because it was desired 
to check that the equivalent reflexions generated by the 
special computer program were correct, and to see if 
there was any possibility of a disordered structure 
(c.f. TI.ISM). The map would also indicate whether the 
index transformations had been carried out correctly.
There are two Harker Sections at w = 0 and w = i *

Since R3c is a polar space group the origin of the 
co-ordinate axis is arbitrary in the z direction, and 
therefore the sulphur atom z-coordinate was set at zero. 
The x- and y-coordinates of the heavy-atom were easily 
obtained from the peak coordinates of the largest non
origin peaks on the Harker sections.
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Structure factors calculated for the sulphur atom 
alone gave an R-factor of 28^. A 3 D electron-density 
map was then calculated and was searched for peaks by the 
Fourier Search program. Since the Fourier program could 
accommodate only rectangular or square sections, 
considerably more than the asymmetric portion of the 
Fourier was calculated. The list of peaks obtained from 
the searching program was examined, and those outside the 
asymmetric part of the Fourier were discarded. Instead 
of draY/ing up the map, the ’’atom testing” program of the 
ASS system was used. Although the z-coordinate of the 
heavy-atom is arbitrary, the map phased by the heavy-atom 
alone does not have pseudo-symmetry, because the arrange
ment of the atoms does not exhibit any symmetry above 
that of the space group R3c. This made the map relatively 
simple to interpret, and the program quickly selected 
5 peaks out of a list of 7 peaks which were presented to 
it.

Structure factors calculated for these 5 atoms, plus 
the sulphur atom, gave an R-factor of 16ft over all the 
reflexions, and the structure has subsequently been 
refined successfully. No atoms, other than hydrogen atoms, 
were found on the difference map.
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3»4« Least-Squares Refinement 
R. Pollard's Least-Squares program (1966) was used 

for a preliminary refinement. Each reciprocal lattice 
layer was given an individual scale factor, and each 
atom a single isotropic temperature parameter. The obser
vations were all given unit weight. After 3 cycles (full 
matrix) the R-factor was reduced to 10$.

Cruickshank's (1965) Least-Squares program was then 
used to continue the refinement. Templeton (1965) has 
shown that if the observations are taken with the crystal 
rotating about only one axis, and the data from each of 
the individual reciprocal lattice layers have- different 
scale factors which must be refined, then there is insuf
ficient information to refine all the atoms fully aniso- 
tropically. The Ujj temperature parameters correspond
ing to the rotation axis are indeterminate. Since the 
monitoring of the intensity of one of the strong zero- 
layer reflexions had disclosed no apparent fall-off of 
intensity caused by radiation damage, and since the same 
counting-times had been used for all the data, the 
different layers were assumed to be on the same relative 
scale. Only one overall scale factor was employed.

The arbitrary origin in the z-direction was con
strained, (Templeton, I960) by taking the sulphur atom,
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z-coordinate as zero. This coordinate was not refined.
If the origin is not constrained, the molecule may "walk" 
through the unit cell. Cruickshank (1965) suggested 
that the above procedure gives more rapid convergence 
than the alternative one of refining all the atomic 
coordinates and altering the sulphur atom z-coordinate 
back to zero while applying the opposite of this shift 
to all the other atoms. No convergence difficulties were 
experienced at any stage of the refinement.

The anisotropic refinement was commenced with unit 
weights. The R-factor did not drop below 12.6$, however, 
and the U-^ temperature parameters all became unreasonably 
large. It was found on re-examining the scale-factor for 
the individual layers which had been obtained by the iso
tropic refinement that there was no smooth trend in the 
values. Two of the higher layers had irregularly large 
values.

After considerable thought it was decided not to 
refine the U-^ temperature parameters, but to fix these 
at their isotropic values, and to refine the individual 
scale^factors. Refinement was then commenced. The 
weighting scheme employed was:-

W = K exp - (A + BPo + CFo2 + D(P?/sin29)
+ E(^/sin49) + F(sin29 / X 2))
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where K is an arbitrary scale-factor, and the constants 
A, B, C, D, E and F are fitted by Least-Squares by the 
program described in Chapter 2. This produced a weight- 
ing scheme in which different batches of W A  by |PoI 

and by sin^0/X^ did not differ by more than - 10$.
Three consecutive cycles of refinement were then carried 
out. The estimated standard deviations of the parameters 
improved greatly, and the two chemically-equivalent 
sulphur-oxygen bo.nds which had differed by A/0.l2 now
differed by only'vO.OlS.
3*5* Difference Map and Location of Hydrogen Atoms

Anisotropic structure-factors were calculated using 
R. Pollard's structure-factor program, and a difference - 
map was calculated. All the hydrogen atoms were located 
without difficulty; this also implies that the thermal 
vibration parameters could not be large in the direction 
of the c-axis. No large positive or negative peaks were 
observed, although the fluctuating background was 
usually in the region of - 0.2 electrons /%~*.

Positions for the two methylene hydrogen atoms were 
then calculated using G. Ferguson's hydrogen-placing 
program. The calculated coordinates for these atoms 
were used in the subsequent refinement. The coordinates 
of the hydrogen atom of the central carbon atom and those
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of the methyl group were those obtained from the 
difference map#
3*6. Polar coordinate shift caused by uncorrected

Anomalous Dispersion 
It has been pointed out (Templeton, 1966; Cruickshank 

and MacDonald, 1966) that the neglect of the anomalous 
dispersion correction in structure-factor-least-squares 
refinement can lead to a serious error in the polar 
coordinates of the anomalously scattering atoms. This 
occurs in cases where the data have been collected from 
only one reciprocal hemisphere. Cruickshank has 
estimated that the correction in the direction of the 
polar axis would be of the order of O.OlS for a sulphur 
atom scattering I»ioKo( radiation. This is approximately 
three to four times the estimated standard deviation of 
the sulphur atom in TESM, so that the anomalous disper
sion correction was required. The data had been collected 
only from the upper half of the reciprocal lattice, and 
the equivalent intensities had been averaged. All these 
equivalent reflexions are, however, of the same "hand" 
with regard to the anomalous dispersion correction.

In the space group R3c either the molecule or its 
enantiomer are present although the TESM chemical molecule 
is not optically active, and the activity cannot be
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resolved since one enantiomer can easily be changed into 
the other by rotation about the sulphur-central carbon 
single bonds.

In Fig,.5a,• F , F. are structure factors which 
would ordinarily be related by Friedel's law.

F^, F^are the real components of the scattering 
vector caused by the anomalously scattering atom.

F^, Fj are the imaginary components of the 
scattering vector caused by the anomalously scattering 
atom.

F^, F^ are the real scattering components of the 
other ordinary atoms.

Fig. 5b shows the modulus of F drawn in the first 
quadrant for comparison with F.

In structures where only one reflexively dissymetric 
enantiomer is present, and data from only one half of 
reciprocal space has been collected, models of both 
enantiomers will give equally good agreement in the absence 
of anomalous dispersion, and with either of these the 
data collected may have been either Fhkl or Fhkl .
Thus four possibilities arise:-
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FIG. 3
Projection of structure down z-axis onto xy plane.
The molecules shown are sited between z = 0.5 and 
z = 0. The molecules with the largest z-coordinates 
are shown with three circles;, those with the smallest 
z-coordinates are given only one circle.
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FIG. 4
Projection of structure perpendicular to yz plane. 
The molecules shown are all sited between x = 0.5 
and x = 1. Those molecules nearer x = 1.0 are 
drawn as double circles.





The effect of anomalous dispersion on the observed 
structure factors.



(X=o

Fig 5 a

TT/l * a

Fig 5 b



Important bond-lengths and bond-angles





I II
Molecule Molecule
Fhkl Fhkl

III IY
Enantiomer Enantiomer

Fhkl Fhkl
Y/hen anomalous dispersion occurs, a choice can he 

made as to whether the data are I Fhkl) or iFhkll, hut 
the absolute configuration cannot he determined unless 
data are collected from hoth halves of reciprocal space.

In this case hoth enantiomers are present whenever 
the substance is dissolved by any solvent, so only the 
two possible ways of indexing the data have to be 
considered, because the absolute configuration of the 
molecule is of little interest.

The comparison between these was made by doing two 
separate refinements. The change in indexing to Fhkl 
was simulated by changing the sign of fl! in the structure- 
factor least squares calculation, where f" is the 
imaginary component of the anomalous atom's scattering- 
factor.

The results of the refinements are shown below:-
Rfo
s-(0(l)
S-0(2)

8.52
1.440±7
1.444-8

8.72

1.456-8
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The lengths of the two sulphur-oxygen bonds are 
given because they are sensitive to the polar shift 
correction, S-O(l) being almost perpendicular to the 
c-axis, S-0(2) being parallel to the c-axis. The polar 
shift correction will thus have maximum effect on S-0(2) 
length and much less effect on the S-O(l) distance.

The final coordinates and parameters given in this 
chapter are those which correspond to the data being 
indexed as IFhkll .
3»7» Description and Discussion of Structure of TESM 

The molecular and crystal structure of TESM are 
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig- 4; the more important inter
atomic distances and angles are shown in Fig.6- and Tables 
8 and 9. For comparison, the interatomic distances 
of TMSM (Silverton, 1966) are shown in Table 10.
The interatomic distances and angles were calculated by 
K. V/. Muir's (1965) program.

The configuration of the bonds of the central carbon 
atom is clearly tetrahedral. This is similar to the con
figuration of TMSM, and differs from the situation in 
the ammonium salt of TMSM which is planar (Hoogsteen, 1957). 
The two chemically-equivalent sulphur-oxygen bonds are:
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S-O(l) 1.440 ± 7
3-0(2) 1.444 - 8

These are virtually identical, and compare very well
o

with average sulphur-oxygen distance of 1.435 A infTMSM, 
and in Dichlorodiphenyl sulphone (DCDPS) (Sime and 
Abrahams, I960). In both TESM and TMSM the two sulphur- 
oxygen bonds point in different directions, one bond- 
direction being almost parallel to the c-axis, the other 
being almost perpendicular to the c-axis. The anomalous 
dispersion correction affects the length of the bond 
parallel to the polar-axis much more than the other 
bond-length. The correction was applied to" TESM but not 
to TMSM.

The 0 - S - 0 bond angle is 119*1° which compares
with 120.4 -  .4° in DCDPS, 119-3 - -9° in TMSM, and
118.4° in N-methyl~2:2-dimethyl sulphonyl vinylidene
amine (NMDSVA) (Wheatley, 1954)*

There are two distinct carbon-sulphur bond lengths
in TESM, sulphur-C central and sulphur-C ethyl.
Sulphur-C central

This bond length is 1.834 - 42. It compares with
o

1.83 - lX in TMSM, 1,726a in KMDSVA and 1.70 A in
NH ^ TMSM- . Partial double-bond character of the sulphur-
carbon bond is entirely consistent with the chemical
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formulae of these last two . compounds.
Sulphur-C ethyl

This bond length is 1.785 - 10a and compares with 
the corresponding sulphur-methyl bond in TLiSLi with a 
length of 1.73 - 22, and with 1.7l2 in KMDSVA. Correc
tions for vibration hav£ not been applied to any of 
these bond-lengths, and this correction would lengthen 
all the bonds slightly. It may be noted that the C-C bond 
of TESLi is slightly shorter than the accepted C-C single 
bond-distance. Nevertheless, there can be no suggestion 
of double-bond character in these C-S bonds in TESM and 
TIvlSM although both are shorter than the standard C-S 
single bond distance of 1.8152 proposed by Abrahams (1956). 
One substance having the standard S-C single bond dis
tance is ECDPS where the group attached to the carbon 
atom is powerfully electron-withdrawing. This may well 
lengthen the bond.
Molecular Packing

The packing of the molecules is shown in Pig. 3 and 
Pig. 4. As in TI.ISM the molecules are packed in "stacks" 
or columns, the axis of each stack being one of the 3-fold 
axes of the space group. As mentioned earlier, in the 
space group R3c the columns consist of the molecule, then 
the molecule rotated to its other orientation, alternately
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along the length of the stack. Although the molecules 
in the crystal are reflexively dissymmetric, with TESM 
and TLISM molecules the enantiomer is produced by a 
rotation of the E-SO^ group about the S-C central bonds, 
and there can be little, if any,, energy barrier between 
the two enantiomers. Thus the enantiomers could never 
be resolved chemically. The molecules of the column are 
not bound together significantly by hydrogen bonding 
along the 3-fold axis. The distance between the central 
carbon atom and the three "axial" oxygen atoms of the 
next molecule in the stack (C 0(2)) is 3*22.

Three stacks are grouped together about 3p or 32 
screw axes. In Pig. 3, the projection of the lower half 
of the unit cell down the 2-axis on to the xy plane, it 
can be seen that the molecules in different stacks inter
mesh like three-toothed gear wheels. Pig. 4 shows the 
projection normal to the yz plane. Here the molecules 
of the different columns interleave with each other.

3.8. TESM and THSM 
It was anticipated that the structures of TESM and 

TMSM would be isomorphous, or that TESM would be iso- 
structural with either the "major" or "minor" TMSM 
structures. In spite of the similarity of the actual
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coordinate values it can be seen from the Appendix 
that the structure of TESM differs from both TMSM 
structures. It can be seen that the relationship between 
the structures is that the TESM molecule is inverted with 
respect to the TMSM molecule. This corresponds to an 
interchange of a and b_-axes, or to the replacement of £ 
by £-axis. No space group transformation can be applied 
to TESM coordinates to convert them into approximations 
to the TMSM coordinates.

Further, when the a*-axis has been chosen in the 
reciprocal lattice, the general absences and the 
symmetry of the Laue Group 3m define the directions of 
the b*-and c*-axes. It is not possible to interchange 
b* and c* without changing c* to c*. The Patterson maps 
of both TESM and TMSM were calculated during the course 
of this investigation. Their features are different, 
and the positions of the sulphur atoms deduced from them 
are different. The electron-density maps phased from 
the sulphur-atom-structure-factors give essentially the 
known structures, the atomic coordinates of which are 
shown in Tables 12 andl3. Indeed, since the chemical mole
cules both have the same tetrahedral shape and the same 
3-fold axis, and the molecular centres must each occupy a 
special position, the "similarity" of the coordinates is 
not surprising.
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TABLE 3.1
FRACTIONAL COORDINATES AND E.S.D.

ATOM X Y z

S(1) 0 .13^9  ± 1 0.0796 + 2 0 .0000  + 0

0 ( 1) 0.1835 ± 5 0 .0 20 6  + 5 0.0253  + 7

0 (3 ) 0.1295 ± • 0 . 1 1 1 9 + 6 -0 .1375 ±  7

C (1) 0 .3 01 2  ± 9 0.5382 + 12 0 .1206  + 13

0 (3 ) 0.1864 ± V1 0.1858 + 7 0 .1109  + 10

0 (3 ) 0 .0000  ± 0 0 .0000  + 0 0.0610  + 10

H(1) 0.0000  ± 0 0 .0000  + 0 0 .1 8 7  +21

H(2) 0 .1 75  ±16 0.245 +17 0.065  ±51

H(3) 0 .185  +50 0.195 ±22 0 .186  ±30

H(4) 0 .3 04  +22 0.244 +20 0.074 ±30

H(5) 0 .3 0 7  +20 0 .2 9 6  +20 0 .2 0 2  ±33

H ( 6 ) 0 .3 1 6  +20 0.175 ±19 0.173 ±23



TABLE 3. 2
FRACTIONAL COORDINATES AND E.S.D.

ATOM X y z

S(1) 0 .1329 + 1 0.0796 + 2 0.0000 + 0

0 (1 ) 0 .1832 + 5 0 .0206 + a 0.0253 + 7

0 ( 2 ) 0 .1292 + 5 . 0.1119 + 6 - 0.1375 + 7

C(1) 0 .3 01 2 + 9 0 .2382 + 12 0 .1206 + 13

C(2) 0 . 1864 + 7 0 .1888 + 7 0.1109 + 10

C(3) 0 .0 00 0 + 0 0.0000 + 0 0.0610 + 10



tarle 3,3
COORDINATES AND E.S.D. IN ANGSTROMS 
WITH RESPECT TO THE CRYSTAL AXES

ATOM X Y z

S(1) 1.9387 + PI 1.1914 + 30 0.0000 + 0

0 ( 1) 2 .7A16 *4" 73 0.3084 + 81 o.?483 + 68

0(2) 1.9327 + 81 1.8743 + 87 -1.3492 + 69

0 ( 1) A.5079 +142 3.5644 ±175 1.1834 +127

0 (2) 2.7896 ±103 2.8951 +109 1.0881 + 94

C(3) 0.0000 + 0 0.0000 + 0 0.5984 + 99

\



ORTHOGONAL COORDINATES 
The orthogonal axes (X, Y, Z) are defined as follows

X is parallel to a* 
Y is parallel to h 
Z is parallel to c



TABLE 3 .A

ORTHOGONAL COORDINATES AND E.S.D.

atom X Y z

S(1) 1 .7223 + 18 o . 1970 + 28 0.0000 + 0

0 (1 ) 2 .37^3 + 64

.3-OlVOO•1 + 70 0.2483 + 68

0 (2 ) 1.6738 + 70 0.7079 73 - 1.3492 + 69

C(1) 3.9o4o +123 1 .3104 +167 1 . 1834 +127

C(2) 2.4159 + 89 1 .4303 +106 1.0881 + 94

c (3 ) 0.0000 + 0 0.0000 + 0 0.5984 ± 99



TABLE 3.?
FRACTIONAL COORDINATES AND TEMPERATURE FACTORS 

FOR HYDROGEN ATOMS

ATOM X Y Z U

h (i) o.ooo o.ooo 0 .1 8 7  0 .0152

H(2) 0.175 0.248 0 .0 65  0.0487

H(3) 0 .1 85  • 0.195 0 .1 86  0 .0209

H(4) 0.304 0.24A 0 .0 74  0.0150

H(5) 0 .3 0 6  0 .2 9 6  0 .2 0 2  0.0799

H(6) 0 .3 1 6  0 .1 74  0 .173 0.0715



TABLE 3.6
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS AND E.S.D.

ATOM U11 U22 U33 2U23 2U31 2U12

S ( l ) 0.0302
9

0.0339
10

0.0215
0

0.0041
15

0.0090 
1 1

0.0288
14

0(1) 0.0426
29

0.0569
37

0.0333
0

0.0086
48

0.0078
44

0.0570
5b

0(2) 0.0545 
4o

0.0434
36

0.0271
0

0.0176
52

0.0218
46

0.042b
72

C(1) 0.0493
54

0 .0806
89

0.0431
0

-O .O I69
102

- 0.0208
83

0.0348 
114

C(2) 0.0384
41

0.0352
43

0.0345
0

-0 .0028
61

-0 .0059
60

0.0183
66

C(3) 0.0261
28

0.0261
8

0.0174
0

0.0000
0

0.0000
0

0.0261
28



PRINCIPAL VALUES AND DIRECTIONS OF 
VIBRATION TENSORS 

WITH RESPECT TO ORTHOGONAL AXES

ATOM
o2 

U A D1 D2 D3

S(1) 0 .0196
0 .0362
0.0319

-0 .3909  
0 .1648 
0.9017

-0 .0063
- 0 .9802

0.1981

0.9204
0.0718
0.3843

0(1) 0.0577
0.0319
0.0364

0 .5100
-0 .3560

0 .7630

0.8421
0.0210

-0 .5389

0.1754
0.9342
0.3105

0(2) 0.0219
0.0606
0.0468

-0 .3516
0.8350
0.3049

-0 .2302
-0 .3976

0.6882

0.9073
0.2423
0.3436

C(1) 0.1021
0.0344
0 .0566

0.1495
0.6122

-0 .7764

-0.9881
0.1215

-0 .0944

0.0365
0.7813
0.6231

C(2) 0.0556
0.0294
0.0355

-0 .5675
0.7622
0 .3 H 5

0.8192
0.4346
0 .3067

0.0828
0.4292

-0 .8994

C(3) 0.0261
0.0261
0.0174

1 .0000 
0 .0000 
0 .0000

0.0000 
1.0000 
0.0000

0.0000 
0 .0000 
1 .0000



TAELS 3.8
BONI)-LENGTHS V/ITH E.S.D.

S ( l )  -  0 (1 )  1 .440 -  7

S ( l )  -  0 (2 )  1 .444 -  T

S ( l )  -  C(2) 1.785 -  10

S ( l )  -  0 (3 )  1 .834 -  4

0 (2 )  -  0 (1) 1.496 -  15

0 (3 )  -  H ( l )  1 .24  -  21



TAB-uij j.9
BOIG>-ANGLES WITH E.S.D.

0(1) - S(1) - 0(2) 119.1 +
4

0(1) -  s ( l )  - 0(2) 108.9 + 4
0(1) -  s ( l )  - 0(3) 106.0 + 3
0(1) - c(2) - S ( l ) 111.7 + 8
0(2) - S ( l )  - 0(3) 103-9 + 4'
S ( l ) - 0(3) - S ( l ) 109.9 + 2
S ( l ) - 0(3) - H ( l ) 109.0 + 2



TABL5 3-10 
BOHD-LENGTHS WITH E.S.D. 

(EiSti)
S ( l )  -  0 (1)  1.427 -  17

S ( l )  -  0 (2)  1 .442 -  12

S ( l )  -  C ( l )  1 .729 -  17

S ( l )  -  C(2) 1.830 -  10



TABLE 3.11
Pinal observed and calculated structure factors.
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.TABLE 3.12 
TLiSLi major Structure, with S at z

x y
S 0.1525 0.1040
0(1) 0.2217 0.0469
0(2) 0.1415 0.1401
C(l) 0.2061 0.2230
C(2) 0.0000 0.0000

0.0000
z

0.0000
-0.0219
0.1399

-0.1159
-0.0597



TABLE 3.13 

TLISti minor Structure with S at z = 0.0000
x y

S 0.1040 0.1525
0(1) 0.0469 0.2217
0(2) 0.1401 0.1415
C(l) 0.2230 0.2061
c (2) 0.0000 0.0000

\

0.0000
0.0219
0.1399
0.1159
0.0597

f



A?iJEUD±X
COME? AP.I SPIT 0? TESM with TMSM (major) and TMSM (minor 
STRUCTURES

The fractional coordinates of TESM, TMSM (major) 
and TMSM (minor) are given in Tables 1, 12 and 13 
respectively. These tables give the molecular coordinates 
adjusted so that the (arbitrary) z-coordinate of the 
sulphur atom is zero in all three cases. Tables 12 and 
13 therefore do not show the correct z-values of 
TMSM (major) relative to TMSM (minor), but the purpose 
here is to compare both these structures independently 
with that of TESM. In making this comparison, any of 
the equivalent positions of the molecules in the unit 
cell may be taken, the origin of the coordinate system 
may be moved in the z direction, and, since the absolute 
configuration of the molecules is unknown, a centre of 
symmetry may be applied, in the attempt to convert the 
TESM coordinates into others analogous with one or both 
of the TESM coordinates.

Let the TESM fractional coordinates be x, y, z.
The following approximate relationships then occur:
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PIG. 7
Comparison of TESM structures with TMSM (Major) 
and TMSM (Minor) structures.



(TE SM)

X
( T M S n  M A J O R  S T R U C T U R E )

(TNS n MINOR structure)



TESM TMSM (major)
x, y , z x, y, z

TESM TMSM (minor)
x, y, z y, x, z

Listed below are all the "equivalent" TESM 
coordinates
Actual Space Group z-origin   —

Coordinates Equivalent shift hkl to hkl(l)

x, y, z x, y, z
y, x-y, z 
y-x, x, z
y, x, t + z y, x, z y, x, z
x, x-y, i + z 
y-x, y, i + z
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Chapter 4
TH2 STRUCTURE DEgSHU NATION 

OP
POTASSIUM HYD50GSN DIANISATE

4*1. Introduction 
Acid salts of carboxyl acids are very common sub

stances. The potassium and rubidium acid salts of anisic 
acid are readily prepared by mixing alcohol-water 
solutions of the acid with potassium hydroxide or rubidium 
carbonate, in the ratio of one equivalent of acid to half 
an equivalent of the metal hydroxide or carbonate. The 
crystals are produced when the solutions are allowed to 
evaporate slowly.

Crystal structures of acid salts have frequently 
been studied by X-ray diffraction techniques (Hills and 

SpQdik rMLnt 1961; Bryan, Mills and Speakman, 1963A; Mills 
and Speakman, 19633; Golic and Speakman, 1965A; Golic 
and ■Speakman, 1965B). They have also been examined by 
neutron diffraction (Currie, Curry and Speakman, 1967) 
and their infra-red spectra have been classified by 
Blinc, Hadzi and Novak (i960), Shrivastava and Speakman 
(1961). The chemical interest is centred on the short 
hydrogen bonds which occur in some of these compounds.
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The infra-red spectra of these two acid salts of 
anisic acid show the anomaly characteristic of "Type A" 
acid salts (Shrivastava and Speakman, 1961). That the 
structures are, in fact, "Type A", has been confirmed by 
the solution of both structures. In the case of the
potassium salt the length of the 0 .... 0 distance in
the effectively symmetrical hydrogen bond has been 
determined with considerable accuracy.
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4.2. Experimental
Crystal Rata

The following values were established by photo-
ographic methods with CuK^ - radiation (X= 1.5418 A). 

Potassium hydrogen dianisate, KEi(CgHyO^)2j orthorhombic;
11 = 342.4; a = 35.77; b = 7.05; o = 6.16 2 ; V = 1553 2 ;

Em =J.43 (by flotation in bromoform-carbon tetrachloride); 
Z = 4; Rc = 1.46; Pooo = 712; space group Pbcn; 
absorption coefficient for Cu ^radiation = 33*2 cm"’’1'; 
crystal shape, lath-like crystals (cut for intensity 
determination).
Rubidium hydrogen dianisate RbH (CgHyO^^ J M = 388.8; 
Orthorhombic; a = 35.3 “ 0.22; b = 7.00 - 0.10 2; 
o = 6.40 -  0.10 2 ; r  = 1531 23 ; Da = 1.63 ± -01 (by 
flotation in CKBr^ - C 01^); Z = 4; Rc = 1.62; Pooo = 784; 
space group Pbcn; absorption coefficient Cu Ko( = 47.6 cm

4.3. Course of the Analysis 
Prom the similarity of space group, cell dimensions 

and the number of formula units per unit cell, it was 
inferred that the potassium compound was isomorphous 
with the rubidium one. The space group implies that the 
metal ion ana the acidic hydrogen atom occupy 4-fold 
positions while the two anisate residues of the chemical 
formula occupy 8-fold symmetry positions and are therefore
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_c cry—rera u a
—yy c-1  ̂o ci-i- u o •

j-j.it; o jj uc vwi?6 o_ rn0j-qj- n  -~j u.iT"Q:̂eii uiS,/iiss,u0 nad 
been solved in two projections (Porgie, 19o4) (Skinner, 
1350). Since the two crystal structures were believed 
to be isomorphous, it was decided to work only on the 
potassium compound which has a much smaller absorption 
coefficient. Intensity data were measured visually from 
multiple film Weissenberg photographs, which were taken 
about both b and c axes, although the crystal shape 
caused the b-axis photographs to be subject to much 
greater absorption errors.

The potassium ion was assumed to occupy a 4-fold 
position of the type 0, y, in This was checked by cal
culating a Marker section of the 3R Patterson at w = 
from which the y-coordinate of the potassium ion was 
deduced.

Structure factors calculated for the potassium ion 
alone gave a K-factor of 42>m The position of the 
heavy-atom is such that the three-dimensional electron— 
density map calculated using the heavy-atom phased 
structure amplitude has mirror planes at s = t and z = th 
This pseudo-symmetry was destroyed by choosing one of 
the images of the carboxyl group) of the acid residue. A



set of structure factors and an electron-aensity map 
were then calculated, and this time it 'was possible to 
locate the benzene ring and the methoxyl group.

A third structure-factor-electron-density map 
calculation Was carried out, and coordinates obtained 
from this map gave an R-factor of 24^.
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4»4. Least-Squares Refinement 
She initial Least Squares Refinement was carried 

out with an early version of the Cruickshank and Smith 
Least Squares program. This early version could not 
refine hatch scale parameters for the different reciprocal 
lattice layers. Thus layer scaling was done by cal
culating:

k - l iM /riF.i
leyZT ' l*]*r

with a scale and agreement-factor program written by the 
author. In the first three cycles unit weights and 
individual atomic isotropic temperature parameters were 
employed. The weighting scheme was adjusted to make the

— -Ovalue of^w a /  (average)constant for batches of obser
vations within different ranges by |Fof. This adjustment 
was made by altering the parameters pi, p2, p3 in the 
expression forJw

j w  = ------------ I ------------ . . .
f 2 3 ) 4̂ -(pi + Fo + p2 Fo + p3 Fo-y 

until, by trial and error, an approximately "flat" distri
bution of ^ W a ) was obtained.

"Unobserved" reflexions were given an intensity 
equal to half the minimum observed intensity, i.e.

| FoI unobserved = ^ J Foj local minimum.
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This initial refinement was somewhat unsatisfactory; 
the estimated standard deviations were insufficient to 
account for the anomalous bond—lengths of the benzene 
ring (C(2) - C(3) 1-32 a , C(2) - C(7) 1.44 2);the scale 
parameter values had been obtained by a somewhat rough-

oana-ready method, and the distribution of <(wA ̂  
sin^was not particularly "flat".

A difference map was calculated, from which it was 
possible to locate the four hydrogen atom peaks of the 
benzene ring, but not those of the methoxyl group. 
(Subsequent analysis has shown that this group has high 
thermal vibration parameters)* When layer-scale-para- 
meter refinement became possible with a later version of 
the Least-Squares Program, it was decided to continue 
the refinement, and to apply a different weighting 
scheme. The weighting scheme applied was of the form: 

w = Xexp - + SFo + CFo2 + Pfo^ + S( }y£in29)
+ ?(}psin4e) + G(sin2f/X2)J >

where K is an arbitrary parameter for scaling the 
relative weights and the coefficients A, B, C , G ?  are 
fitted by the Least-'Squares method by the program 
described in Chapter 2.

It was possible to obtain fully anisotropic atomic 
vibration parameters for this structure because data
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had heen collected about both Jj and £ axes, although, as 
mentioned earlier, the b axis data were subject to severe 
absorption errors because of the crystal shape. This 
refinement produced marked changes in the layer-scale 
parameters. There was a considerable improvement in 
the coordinate estimated standard deviations, as would 
have been expected from the more comprehensive weighting- 
scheme, but more important than this was the change in 
the bond-lengths of the benzene ring. Pinal values are 
given in Table 8.

A final difference nap was calculated, but the 
missing hydrogen atoms of the methoxyl group could still 
not be located. There was a complex region of positive 
and negative density surrounding the heavy-atom position. 
The difference map, however, displays the transformation 
in real space of (Fo - Fc) whereas the least-squares 
procedure minimises a function of W^Fo - Fc) . The 
complex region is thus probably caused by the uncorrected 
absorption and extinction errors of the large low-angle 
reflexions, which are down-weighted by the weighting 
scheme. The final R-factor is 15.1#. This.may seem 
high, but it is considered to be reasonable in view of 
the absorption errors of the hoi and hllnets, and the 
large number of "unobserved” reflexions.
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4*5* Discussion of Structure 
The atomic parameters of the structural model are 

given in Tables 1 to 5; the more important bond-lengths 
and angles are given in Tables&oftjalong with the more 
important interatomic contacts. In addition, the 
molecular bond-lengths and angles are given in Fig. 1. 
The general packing of the molecules is shown in Fig. 2 

and Fig. 3*
This structure is a "Type A" acid salt, and the 

two acid residues of the gross formula ^(An)^ are 
crystallographically equivalent. They cannot be dis
tinguished as K—An (acid) and An (anion) and this is 
the structural criterion used to allocate an acid salt 
to one of the two classes. The mean of the bond- 
lengths of the bonds in the benzene ring is 
1.393 - 12a and none of the individual bond-lengths
differs significantly from this value. The C(l) - C(2) 
bond-length is somewhat shorter than the normal 
(sp^ - sp^) C - C single-bond length 1.54 2, since the

pcarboxyl carbon atom is sp hybridised. The length 
agrees well with values found in other similar compounds 
(Table 12. The average length is 1.495 2 which is in 
good agreement with the value found here.

Neither the oxygen of the methoxyl group nor the
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FIG. 1
Important bond-lengths and bond-angles.
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PIG-. 2
Projection down the z-axis onto the xy-plane of unit 
cell contents from z = 0 to z = 1. The atoms of the 
molecules in the upper half of the unit cell are 
drawn with double lines.
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pi a. 3
Projection down the y-axis onto the 
unit cell contents from y = 0 to y ;

xz plane of the 
‘ 1.
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carbon aton of the carboxyl group deviates significantly 
from the plane of the benzene ring which is given by the 
jjaraneters:-

0.1516X + 0.8592Y - 0.4386Z = 1.063 (1)
where X, Y, Z are given in 2, with respect to the crystal 
axe s.

The mean plane through the carboxyl group and C2 
is given by:

0.2102X + 0.6987Y - 0.6838Z = .5361 (2)
The angle between planes (1) and (2) is 14.9°. Since 
the planar configuration would be expected to be 
stabilised by delocalisation of the anion's extra electron 
with the benzene ring, this large angular displacement 
is, at first, surprising. There are no larger Substitu
ents in the ortho position of the benzene ring, and the 
p-methoxy group cannot have any effect on the angle.
The tilting must therefore be caused by molecular pack
ing (i.e. crystal) forces. This twisting also occurs in 
the crystal structure of potassium hydrogen di-p- 
chlorobenzoate (mills and Speakman, 1963’ ) where the 
angle of twist is 9°. As can be seen from Pig. 2 and 
Pig. 3 the benzene rings themselves are very tightly 
packed, and this close packing of the benzene rings is 
in conflict with the demands of the packing of the
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oxygen atoms about the potassium ion.
The plane through C(5), 0(3) and C(8) is:
0.1839X + 0.8231Y - 0.5352Z = 1.0544, (3)

and this makes an angle of 4° with the plane of the 
benzene ring, and an angle of 11.2° with the plane of 
the . carboxyl group.

An unusual, but not unique feature of this structure 
is that the "hydrogen" of the hydrogen bond is not 
located at a centre of inversion as is usual in "Type A" 
acid salts, but is situated on a diad axis. Another 
example of a symmetrical hydrogen bond in this situation 
is given by Mills and Speakman (1961) in the structure of 
sodium hydrogen diacetate. The hydx’Ogen bond itself is
of the short symmetrical type and has a length ( 0 .... 0)
of 2.476 - 7 2. The low value of the estimated standard 
deviation is obtained though the hydrogen bond lies across 
a diad axis. The estimated standard deviation of the 
x-coordinate of the 0(1) atom is very low, and the standard 
deviation of the y-coordinate has no effect.

The packing of the oxygen atoms round the potassium 
ion is best described as a distorted octahedron. The 
potassium ion is situated on a diad axis, surrounded by 
six oxygen atoms, all at distances in the range 2.74 to 
2.97 2, and the closest contacts are between the "double
bonded" oxygen atoms and the potassium ion.
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TABLE 4c1
FRACTIONAL COORDINATES AND E.S.D.

ATOM X Y Z

K(1) O.OoOO + 0 -0.2059 + 5 0.2500 +

0 (1) 0.0309 + 1 0.3523 + 9 0.3407 +

0 (2 ) 0.0450 + 1 0.1226 + 9 0.0973 +

□(3) 0.2049 + 1 0.2412 + 10 0.5271 +
C(1) 0.0543 + 2 0.2355 + 14 0.2429 +
C (2) O0O936 + 2 0.2428 + 10 0.3246 +

c(3) 0.1030 + 2 0.3332 + 12 0.5139 ±
C (4) 0.1397 ± 2 0.3341 ± 11 0.5935 ±

c(5) 0.1680 + 2 0.2490 + 12 0.4648 +

C (6) 0.1588 + 2 0.1619 ± 12 0.2738 +

c(7) 0.1227 ± 2 0.1553 ± 13 0.1984 +

C(8) 0.2159 ± 20 0.3381 + 19 0.7202 +

0
9
9
9
13
13
12

13
14

13
14

17



TABLE 4*2
ATOMIC COORDINATES AND E*S*D* 

IN ANGSTROMS

ATOM X Y Z

K (1) 0.000 + 0 - 1*452 + 3 1.539 ±

0 (1 ) 1.105 + 4 2 0483 + 6 2*098 +

0 (2 ) 1.609 + 5 0*864 + 7 0*599 ±

0 ( 3 ) 7.330 T 4 U700 + 7 3.246 +

C (1) 1.943 + 7 1*660 4* 10 1*496 +

C(2 ) . 3.350 ± 6 1.711 + 7 1.999 +

C(3) 3.684 + 6 2*349 4* 9 3.165 4-

C(4 ) 4.996 + 6 2*355 + 8 3.655 ±

c(5) 6.009 ± 5 1.755 + 9 2*862 +

C(6) 5.681 + 6 1.141 + 9 1 *686 +

C(7) 4.388 + 6 1.095 + 9 1 *222 +

C(8) 7.723 + 72 2*383 + 14 4.435 +

0
6

6

6
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
11



TABLE 4*3
FRACTIONAL COORDINATES 
AND TEMPERATURE FACTORS 
FOR HYDROGEN ATOMS

ATOM X Y Z U
H(3) 0*081 0*407 0*608 0*0658
H (4) 0,148 0*403 0*743 0*0454
H (6) 0*179 o*o81 0*178 0*0714
H(7) 0*116 0*076 0*033 0*0446



TABLE 4*4
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS 

AND THEIR E0S«D«

ATOM U11 U22 U33 2U23 2U31 2U12

K ( l ) 0 «044? 
11

0«057Q
17

0*0404
17

Q«00 GO 
0

=0*0116
18

0 g OUGG 
0

0 (1 ) Go0262
19

0*0636
37

0*0564
34

-0*0193
63

-0*0116
39

-0*00u1
45

0 (2 ) 0oc4 l 5
22

0*0661
41

0*0532
36

- o * o i43
68

- 0.0104
43

- 0*0063
54

0 ( 3 ) 0*0262
19

0*0674
41

0 *o642
37

-0*0073
67

0*0010
40

0*0091
47

C ( l ) Go0387 
33

0*0568
55

0*0415
52

-0*0033
87

o*oo4 l
56

-o*oo41
74

0 (2 ) 0*0283
27

0*0310
38

0*0396
44

0.0173
71

0*0117
53

-0*0005
53

0 (3 ) 0*0238
25

0*0523
50

o*o431
48

-0*0150
79

0*0025
51

0*0095
60

0 (4 ) 0*0304
27

0*0436
45

0.0398
46

-0.0001
75

0*0088
53

0*0061
6l

0 ( 5 ) 0*0178
24

0*0494
48

0*0591
54

0*0130 ■ 
82

-0*0004
52

-0*0022
58

0 (6 ) 0*0299
27

0*0422
47

0*0457
50

0*0016
76

o * o i48
54

-0*0090
63

0 (7 ) 0*0321
29

0*0494
50

o*o443 ■ 
48

-o*oo44
86

0*0132
58

-0*0052
66

0 (8 ) 0*0278
29

0*1053
90

0*0822 • 
73

-0*0410 • 
134

-0*0436
70

o*Oo68
91



ATOM

K(1)

0 (1)

0(2)

0(3)

C (1)

C(2 )

C(3)

C(4)

C(5)

C(6)

TABLE 4.5
PRINCIPAL VALUES AND DIRECTIONS OF 

VIBRATION TENSORS

o2 
U A

0.0364
0.0570
o.o487
0.0250
0.0705
0.0506

0.0693
0.0384 
0.0531 

0.0257
0.0701
0.0620

0.0573
0.0376
0.0422 

0.0463
0.0230
0.0296

0.0569
0.0227
0.0396

0.0281
0.0445 
0.0412

0.0178
0.0624
0.0462

0.0258 
0.0488 
0■04

D1

0.5711
1 .0000 

-0 .8208

0.9792 
-0 .0753 

0 . i 885

0.0295
0.8880

-0 .4589

-0.9936
-0 .0822

0.0774

0.1220 
- 0.8954 
- 0.4282

0.2667
- 0.6129

0.7438

-0 .1083
- 0.9734
- 0.2017

-0 .9197
0.2787

-0.2764

0.9994
-0.0151

0.0315

-0.9010
0*3930
M 1 7— w • I O j [

D2
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0505

-0.8091
-0.5855

-0.9171
0.2067
0.3410

0. n  04 
- 0.8497

0.5155

-0.9854
-0.0575
-0.1605

0.4710
- 0.5904
-0 .6554

-0.8773 
0.1890 

- 0 .4411

0.1825
0.9270
0.3277

-0 .0007
0.4490

-0 .8928

-0 .2633
-0.1589
0.9515

D3

0,8208
0.0000
0 . 57H

0.1966 
0.5828 

-0.7885

0.3977
0.4108
0.8204

0.0234
0.5208
0.8534

0.1191
0.4415

- 0.8893

0.8408
0.5251
0.1312

0.4676
0.1292

- 0.8745

0.3476
0.2509

- 0.9034

0.0349
0.8934
0.4493

0.3448 
0.9057 
0•2467



0 (7 ) 0.0291 -0.9186 -0.0756 0.3879
0.0516 0.2779 -0.8215 0.4979
0.0451 0.2810 0.5652 0.7756

C(8) 0.0200 0.9381 0.0452 0.3435
0.1195 -0.160.; -0 .8229 0.5452
0.0758 0.3073 -0 .5664 -0.7647



Bond--lengths and 3.8.D

0(1) - C(l) 1.320 -  10
0(2) - 0(1) 1.244 - 11
C(l) - 0(2) 1.495 -  9
C (2) - 0(3) 1.370 - 11
C (3) - 0(4) 1.401 i 9
0(4) - c(5) 1.411 - 10
0(5) - c(6) 1.367 -  12
C(6) - c(7) 1.374 - 9
0(7) - 0(2) 1.436 -  10
0(5) - 0(3) 1.376 - 7
0(3) - 0(8) 1.427 -  23

Benzene
Ring



TABLE 4-7

Final observed and calculated structure factors.
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Sft . 1

2’.C 

1C.3

I f c»l f C«lC
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33*3U*2
2 T • fl

3.e12*5
2. A 43*3
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i9.3 
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20 . 1
20.1

15.3
15.3
11.311.3
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Tables o£ lond-Len^hs« Long-Angles and interatomic
O Xi U 3. C 1/ S

In the following tables, coordinates of atoms (x, y, z) 
denoted only by a bracketed number are those given in 
TABLE 4«1« Ibe others are related to-this set as 
follows:

A x, -y* i + 2
B “X, -y> -z
C x, -y> + a
D “X, -y» '.1 - z
E -X, +y> 2 - 2
F -X, -1+y, i  - Z
G X, £H1 z

•



Potass! "1 ~ •*r  -t  , 'y /̂i v",

.8
Contacts

K(l) ------- .. 0(2A) 2.740

K(l) .... .. 0(2B) 2.740

IC(l) ------- .. 0(1C) 2.939
K(l) .... .. 0(13) 2.939

K(l) .... .. 0(2) 2.973

K(l) .... .. 0(22) 2.973

K(l) .... . 0(12) 3.351

K(l) ------- .. O(IC-) 3.351



TABLE 4.9 

Oxy/gen-Oxygen Contact

0(1) 0(1E) 2.476 - 15



B o n d -A n g le s  and 5 . S .S .

0 (1) - c(l) - 0 (2) 123.8 + 7
0 (1) - c(l) - 0 (2) 115.0 + 7
0 (2) - c(l) - 0 (2) 121.1 + 7
0 (1) - 0 ( 2 ) ' - 0(3) 122.1 + 6
0 (1 ) - 0 ( 2 ) - 0(7) 118.9 + 7
0 (2) - 0 ( 3 ) - 0(4) 121.9 + 7
0(3) - C(4) - 0(5) 118.1 7

0(4) - 0(5) - 0 (6) 119-9 + 6
0(5) - 0 ( 6 ) - 0(7) 122.1 + 7
0 (6) - 0 ( 7 ) - 0 (2) 118.9 + 7
0(4) - 0 ( 5 ) - 0(3) 123.1 4" 7
0 (6) - 0 ( 5 ) - 0(3) 116.9 + 6
0(5) — 0(3) — 0 (8) 118.5 2.8



TABLE 4.11

0(1) - 0(2) - C(l) - 0(2)
0.2102 X + 0.6987 Y - 0.6838 Z
Hoot I.lean Square Deviation from Plane ;
Llaximum Deviation (C(l)) :
Plane 2

C(l) - C(2) - c(3) - 0(4) - 0(5) - 0(6) ■ 
0.1516 X + 0.8592 X - 0.4-886 Z
Hoot I.lean Square Deviation from Plane = 
I.laximum Deviation (0(3)) =
Plane 3
0(3) - 0(5) - C (8)
0.1899 x + 0.8231 x - 0.5352 X
Plane 4
C(2) - 0(3) - 0(4-) - 0(5) - 0(6) - 0(7) 
0.1501 X + 0.8594 X - 0.4887 Z 
Root Mean Square Deviation from Plane = 
Maximum Deviation (0(3)) =
Deviations of atoms not in the Plane:

0(3) =
0(1) = 
0 (8) =

0.5361 (2) 
0.0054 (2) 
0.009 (2)

0(7) - 0(3) 
1.0063 (2) 
0.0147 (2) 
0.024 (2)

1.0544 (2)

1.0054 (2) 
0.0117 (2) 
0.019 (2)

-0.031 (2) 
-o .o is  (2) 

0.034 (2)



Plane 1 - Plane 2 = 14.90°
Plane 1 - Plane 3 = 11.18°
Plane 1 - Plane 4 = 14-92°
Plane 2 - Plane 3 = 4.03°
Plane 2 - Plane 4 = 0.09°
Plane 3 - Plane 4 = 4.08°



TABLE 4.12

BOHD-LEEGTHS OP THE C(l) - C (2) BOHD IE VARIOUS ACID SALTS
0

C(X) - C(2)(£) coepouhd

1.492 potassium hydrogen diacetate
I.486 potassium hydrogen di(p-chloro-benzoate)
1.515 potassium hydrogen di(tri-fluoro-acetate)
1.52 caesium hydrogen di(tri-fluoro-acetate)
1.465 potassium hydrogen di crotonate

Average = 1.495

References
Mills and Speakman (1961)
Mills and Speakman (1963)
Golic and Speakman (1965B)
(The structure of potassium hydrogen di crotonate is 
described in Chapter 5)



CHAPTER 5

THE STRUCTURE DETERMINATION OF POTASSIUM
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Chapter 5 
TK2 STRUCTURE DLTLRL'II NATION 

OF
POTASSIUM HYDROGEN DICROTONATE

5.1. Introduction 
The crystal structures of the acid salts of mono- 

carhoxylic acids have "been intensively studied over the 
past 20 years by Speakman and his co-workers. Their 
interest has centred on the very s^ort hydrogen bonds 
which occur in some of these compounds. The compounds 
have been assigned to two classes (See Chapter 4) on 
the basis of their crystal structure as Revealed by 
infra-red spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and neutron 
diffraction.

Prior to the present work, the crystal structure of 
crotonic acid itself CH-̂  - CH : CH - C02H was determined 
by S. A. Sutherland in 1961. Later, crystals of 
potassium hydrogen dicrotonate, rubidium hydrogen 
dicrotonate and ammonium hydrogen dicrotonate were 
prepared by I'. McCrorie (B.Sc. Thesis, Glasgow, 1963) 
who measured the cell dimensions of the potassium com
pound, and derived the "reduced" cell from the morpho
logical unit cell by application of the Delaunay 
reduction.
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This chapter describes the structure analysis and 
the crystal structure of potassium hydrogen dicrotonate 
from three-dimensional X-ray diffraction data.
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5.2. Experimental 
Preparation of crystals: potassium'hydrogen 

dicrotonate is readily prepared by dissolving crotonic 
acid with potassium hydroxide (in the ratio of. two 
equivalents to one equivalent) in a little 50$ aqueous 
ethanol, and allowing the solution to cool.
Crystal Data

Potassium hydrogen dicrotonate KH (C^H^O^)2^
M = 210.3; triclinic; a = 12.46; 
b= 6.02; c =7-45 2; c<= 66°3l'; 

f>= 103°39'; p  95°12{
The reduced cell is given in the Appendix to this 
chapter, along with the matrix for transforming the 
above cell to the reduced cell.

The unit cell given above was used throughout these 
investigations. All atomic fractional co-ordinates and 
indexing of reflexions refer to it and its correspond
ing reciprocal cell, not to the reduced cell.

03 ,V = 496.72 A; Z =2; Dm = 1.37 g/cc;
Dc = 1.40 g/cc; space group PT (See below);
PQOO = 210)

Absorption coefficient (CuK^ radiation) yi* = 46 cm .
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5«3« Choice of Space Groups 
The space groups PI and PI cannot he distinguished 

by systematic absences of classes of X-ray reflexions. 
Initially an attempt was made to distinguish between the 
two by applying the*N(Z) and Variance'* statistical tests 
to the distribution of intensities. Both these simple 
tests indicated that the space group was PI. It has 
been shown by Sim (1959) and Poster and Hargreaves (1963) 
that the presence of heavy atoms can distort the 
intensity distribution. Indeed it was found that the 
N(Z) distribution was almost identical to one given by 
Cochran (1963) for a heavy-atom compound in the space 
group PT.

The Patterson map was interpreted in terms of a 
centrosymmetric structure and this has been confirmed by 
the successful refinement of the structure in PT, and by 
comparing the results of the refinement with those of a 
parallel refinement in the space group PI.
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5.4- Structure Solution 
The intensities of 1225 independent X-ray reflexions 

were estimated visually from multiple-film Weissenberg 
photographs of the hko, oki, ho#, hli~and h2# reciprocal 
lattice nets. No absorption corrections were applied.
The position of the potassium-potassium vector peak could 
not be located unambiguously from the two (uvo and vow) 
short-axial projections of the Patterson function. Two 
three-dimensional Patterson maps were therefore cal
culated, one "sharpened", the other unsharpened. An 
empirical sharpening function, which increased the magni-

ptudes of the P coefficients of reflexions as sine Q 

increased, was used.
It was then realised that the shortest distance 

between potassium ions in the crystal could not be less 
than ̂ 32, and was probably in the range 3*l2 - 3.42.
When looking for the potassium-potassium vector peak, 
therefore, only peaks at least 3& from the origin were 
considered. This left only one major peak, from which 
the co-ordinates of the potassium atom were derived.

Structure factors for all the reflexions calculated 
for this one potassium atom alpne gave an R-factor of 
58$. An -electron-density map was then calculated using 
the observed structure amplitudes with the phases of the
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structure-factors calculated for the potassium atom 
alone. This revealed an imperfect image of the structure 
from which it was possible to pick out the atomic 
positions of the four oxygen atoms.

After four cycles of structure-factors and electron- 
density maps, the positions of all the atoms, except 
hydrogen, were known and the R-factor was now 31$.
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5«5«. Least-Squares Refinement 
The structure was now refined by the Least-Squares 

method. Only co-ordinate parameters and a single iso
tropic temperature-parameter were refined for each atom.
A single over-all scale-parameter was used, and the 
observations were given equal weights, but no "unobserved" 
reflexions were included in the refinement at this stage. 
Pour cycles of refinement brought the R-factor to 18$, 
with considerable shifts in atomic co-ordinates and 
temperature parameters.

Unobserved reflexions were included at g I min (i.e.
^|Fo|local average ), and a weighting scheme was fitted 

by means of the program described in Chapter 2. The 
weighting scheme was:

W = a exp - (A + B Fo + C Fo2
+ D X2/ sin2© + E ^/sin4© + F sin2©/}.2) 

where K is an arbitrary scale factor and A, B, C, D, E 
and P are fitted by the Least-Squares method, so that 

W = A1}  where is the local average of
(Fo - Fc)2.

Each atom's isotropic temperature parameter was 
replaced by 6 anisotropic temperature parameters, and 
each reciprocal net was given its own scale factor.

Three cycles of Least-Squares reduced the R-factor
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to 15.55®. It was then apparent that the weighting scheme 
would have to be re-adjusted to maintain a "flat" dis
tribution of$S*^. Anisotropic structure factors were 
calculated, using R. Pollard's (1966) program. These 
were now used for the calculation of an (Po-Pc) map and 
to obtain re-adjusted weighting parameters.

The difference map revealed a complex depressed 
region surrounding the heavy-atom site, which was thought 
to have been caused by uncorrected absorption and extinc
tion errors. Four peaks were located near the positions 
where it was expected the hydrogen atoms of the double
bonded carbon atoms would lie, but no definite peaks were 
observed which could be assigned to the hydrogen atoms 
of the methyl groups. The acidic hydrogen atom could not 
be located.

Least-Squares Refinement was then continued for 
another three cycles. Although the final R-factor over 
all the reflexions is 15.2$, it can be seen from the 
tables of the structure factors that the agreement between 
the observed and calculated values of individual structure 
factors is satisfactory. Approximately 30$ of the 
reflexions were "unobserved" and these contribute 
significantly to the R-factor.

To check that the space-group was really PI and was
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TABLE 5.1
FRACTIONAL COORDINATES AND EoSoD«

ATOM X Y Z

K (1 ) -0 .0 9 0 J  + 1 -0 .0390  + 4 0.2143 + 3
0 (1) 0.7356 + 5 0.2002 + 15 0.2054 ± 11

0 (2 ) 0.8198 + 4 0.4924 + 13 0.3107 + 10

0(3) 0.0001 + 4 0.3243 + 12 0.3464 + 8

0(4) 0.0476 + 4 0.7052 + 13 0.1510 + 8

C (1) 0.7326 + 5 0.3775 ±  19 0.2498 + 11

C(2 ) Go 6240 + 6 0 . 477^ ±  23 0.2276 + 13

c(3) 0.6115 ± 6 0.6527 + 23 0.2741 + 14

0(4) 0.5038 + 8 0.7462 + 27 0.2503 ± 19

C(5) 0.0662 + 5 0.4780 + 20 0.2439 ± 11

c(6) 0.1665 + 6 0.3879 ±  21 0..2290 + 13

c(7) 0.1929 + 5 0.1561 + 20 0.3044 + 12

0 (8 ) 0.2912 + 8 0.0540 + 27 0.2842 + 17



TABLE 5 q2
COORDINATES AND EoS#D* IN ANGSTROMS 
WITH RESPECT TO THE CRYSTAL AXES

ATOM X Y Z
K( 1) -1.121 + 1 -0.235 ± 2 U597 ±
0 (1) 9»165 + 6 1.205 + 9 1.531 +
0 (2) 10.215 ± 5 2.964 + 8 2.315 ±
0(3) 0.002 + 5 1»953 + 7 2.581 +
0(4) Oo593 ± 5 4.246 + 8 1.125 +
C(1) 9«129 + 6 2.272 + 12 10861 +
C(2) 7«775 ± 8 2.874 + 14 1.696 +

0(3) 70620 + 8 3«929 ± 14 2.042 +
0(4) 6«277 + 10 4.492 + 16 1.865 +
0(5) 0.825 + 7 2.877 ± 12 1.817 ±
c(6) 2.074 + 7 2.335 ± 13 1o706 +

0(7) 2.403 + 6 o 094o + 12 2.268 +
0(8) 3.629 + 9 0.325 + 16 2.118 +

2
8
8
6
6
8
9

11

14
8
10
9
13



ORTHOGOHAL C OORDINATES

The orthogonal axes (X, Y, Z) are defined as follows

X is parallel to a*
Z is parallel to c'
Y is normal to X and Z, so as to

complete a right-handed set.



TABLE 5.3
ORTHOGONAL COORDINATES AND E .S .D .

ATOM X Y z
K(1) -1.089 + 1 -0o220 + 2 1.768 +
0 (1) 8.906 + 6 1 0 140 + 8 -0.152 +

0 (2) 9.926 + 5 2.757 ± 7 1.085 +
0(3) 0.002 + 5 1.791 + 7 3.358 +
0(4) 0.576 + 5 3.896 + 7 2 0 677 i
C(1) 8.871 ± 6 20118 + 11 0.612 +
0(2) 7.556 + 8 2o665 + 13 1.006 +
0(3) 7.404 + 8 3.632 ± 13 108I0 +
c(4) o\ 0 c c l+ 10 4d43 + 15 2.173 ±
0(5) 0«802 + 7 2 o642 + 11 2.769 +
0(6) 2oOl6 ± 7 2.149 + 12 2.147 +
0(7) 2.335 ± 6 Oo871 + 11 2.076 +
0(8) 3.526 + 9 0.312 + 15 1.391 ±

2
7
7
5
6
7
8
10
13
7
9
8
11



TABLE 5.4
FRACTIONAL COORDINATES AND TEMPERATURE FACTORS 

FOR HYDROGEN ATOMS

ATOM X Y Z U
H( 1) 0.551 0.384 0.168 0.05OU
H(2) 0.684 0.755 0.323 0.0500
H(3) 0.225 0.482 0.178 0.0500
H(4) 0.134 0.071 0.363 0.0500



TABLE 5.5
ORTHOGONAL COORDINATES FOR HYDROGEN ATOMS

ATOM X Y Z

H (1) 6067 2.14 0.55

H(2) 8.29 4.20 2.20
H(3) 2.73 2.67 1*82
H(4) 1.63 0.40  2.48



TABLE 506
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS AND EflS.D#

ATOM u n U22 U33 2U23 2U31 2U12
K(1) 0.0295

7
0.0212

12
0.0369

9
-0.0251

20
0.0305

14
0.0063

19
0 (1) 0.0356

27
0.0505

54 .0.0587
38

-0.0522
87

G.0081
54

-0.0J20
71

0(2) 0.0263
22

0.0276
38

0.0672
4o

-0.0696
73

0.0297
50

-0.0035
57

0(3) Oo0249
20

0.0187
32

0 0 Oo4o
26

-0.0127
59

0.0123
39

0.0107
50

0(4) 0o0378 
25

0.0263
38

0.0367
28

-0.0106
66

0.0269
45

0.0180
61

C(l) 0 o0171
26

0.0342
62

0.0280
35

0.0054
90

0.0103
51

-0.0179
71

C(2) 0.0310
35

0.0531
79

0.0343
41

-0.0355
107

0.0263
63

0.0165
98

c(3) O0O323
36

0.0493
83

0.0483
50

-0.0288121
0.0301

73
0.0090

101

C(4) 0.0430
45

0.0583
' 95

0.0826
81

-0.0486
172

0.0526
103

0.0453
128

C(5) 0.0244
29

0.0349
59

0.0258
34

-0.0327
87

0.0228
53

0.0135
83

0(6) 0.0249
31

0.0370
62

0.0416
42

-0.0222
100

0.0344
61

0.0178
85

0(7) 0.0166 
26

0.0365
64

0.0402 ' 
41

-0.0317
98

0.0218
55

0.0150
76

0(8) 0.0473
47

o.o646
100

0.0694 ■ 
66

-0.0148
156

0o0757
95

0.0787
129



TABLE 5°7

ATOM

K ( 1 )  

0 (1) 

0(2)

0(3)

0(4)

C(1)

C(2)
«

C(3)

0(4)

PRINCIPAL VALUES AND DIRECTIONS OF 
VIBRATION TENSORS 

WITH RESPECT TO ORTHOGONAL AXES

o2 
U A

0.0415
0.0137
0.0262

0.0623
0.0344
0.0470

0.0688
0.0091
0.0254

0.0154
0.0377
0.0274

0.0512 
0.0211
0.0306

0.0610
0.0115
0.0228

0.0183
0.0568
0.0376

0.0266
0.0580
o.o455
0.0136
0.0924
0.0695

D1
0.6662

-0 .5290
-0.5257
- 0.1301

0.9601
-0.2476

0.2032
-0.2387
-0 .9496

-0.5172
0.2643
0.8141

0.6947
-0.5353
-o.48o6
-0 .1660 
-0.7744

0.6105

-0.6922
0.3709

-0 .6192

-0.8977
0.4061

-0.17H
-0.7771

0.5626
0.2823

< D2
-0.0946
0.6392
-0.7632
-0.4972
0.1529
0.8541

-0.5353
0.7850
-0.3119
0.8515 
0.0629 
005205
0.3415
0.8334
-0.4345
0.6241

-0 .5619
-0.5430
0.1403
0.9106
0.3886

0.1017
0.5686
0.8163

0.4637
0.20830.8612

D3
0.73970.5582
0.3758
0.8578
0.2342
0.4575
0.8199
0.5717
0.0317

0.0863
0.9624
-0.2576
0.6331
0.1377
0.7617

0.7635
0.2909
0.5765
0.7080
0.1821
-0.6823
0.4288
0.7154
-0.5517
0.4257
0.8001
-0.4227



c(5)

c(6)

c(7)

C(8)

o o 0^75
0.0383
0.0299

0.0116
0.0528
0.0361

0.0087
0.0406
0.0391

0.1251
-O.Ov;23

0.0549

0.5705
0.4441
0.6909

0.8223
0.5689O.OloO
0.8648
0.4244
0.2684

0.6236
0.7314
0.0253

0.2784
0.8960
0.3461

0.2587
0.3986
0.8799

0.2879
- 0.0188
0.9575

0.5115
0.3833

-0.7691

0.7727
0.0051

- 0.6348

0.5069
0.7194 

- 0.4750 -

0.4114
0.9053

- 0.1059

0.^5912
0.4925
0.6387



Tables of Bond-Lengths, Bond-Angles and Interatomic- - - - - . f _   ^  |   .. {

Contacts

In the following tables, coordinates of atoms (x, y, z) 
denoted only by a bracketed number are those given in 
TABLE 5.1. The others are related to this set as 
follows:

A - 1 + X, y , z
B - x , y  -  1, 2

C - x - i ,  y» 2

D - x» y  + i»  2

E - x - l, y - i



NTa aATOMIC DISTANCES IN ANGSTROMS
0(1) - C(1) 1 .242 + 13
C(l) - 0 (2) 1 .321 + 10
C(l) .- C(2) 1.478 + 11
C(2) •- c(3) 1.267 16
C(3) •- C(4) 1.447 -1-14
0(3) ■- C(5) 1.308 10
C(5) •- 0(4) ■1.277 13
C(5) -- 0(6) 1.450 + 11
c(6) -• c(7) 1.320 + 16
C(7) -• C(8) 1.483 + 13
0(2) ....,.0(3A) 2.462 + 10
K(1) ....0(4B) 2.640 + 6
K(1) ....0(1C) 2.690 + 7
K(l) ....0(3) 2.786 + 6
K(l) ....0(4D) 2.802 + 6
K(l) ....0(2E) 2.816 + 6



TABLE 5.9
iiOND-ANGLES AND E«SoD«

0(1) - c(1) - 0(2) 125.3 + 7

0(1) - C(1) - 0(2) 118.8 + 7
0(2) - C(1) - 0(2) 115.9 ± 8

c(i) - c(2) - 0(3) 123.9 ± 8
C(2) - c(3) - 0(4) 122 .'5 + 9

0(3) - c(5) - 0(6) 118.9 + 9
0(4) - c(5) -c(6) 116.8 + 8

0(5) - c(6) - 0(7) 123.7 ± 9
c(6) - c(7) - 0(8) 125.8 + 9



TABLE 5.10
Pinal observed and calculated structure factors.
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PIG-. 3
Projection of the structure, from z = -0.5 to z = 1.0, 
onto the xy plane. This projection is perpendicular 
to the plane, i.e. down the c* axis. Molecules 
represented by double circles have the largest 
z-coordinates, those represented by dotted circles have 
the smallest z-coordinates.
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PIG. 4
Projection of the structure from z = -0.5 to z = 0.5 
onto the xy plane, down the c* axis.
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Plane 1
0(1) - 0(2) - 0(1) - 0(2)
0.0035 X + 0.6062 Y --0.7953 2 
Hoot Lean Square Deviation from Plane 
Maximum Deviation (0(1))
Plane 2 

0(1) - 0(2) - 0(3) - 0(4)
0.0382 X + 0.6423 Y - 0.7655 Z 
Eoot Lean Square Deviation from Plane 
All Deviations 
Plane 3
0(3) - 0(4) - C(5) - C(6)

-0.4911 X - 0.1442 Y - 0.8591 2 
Hoot Lean Square Deviation from Plane 
Laximum Deviation (0(5))
Plane 4
0(5) - 0(6) - 0(7) - C(8)
-0.5008 X - 0.0754 Y - 0.8623 Z
Hoot Lean Square Deviation from Plane 
Maximum Deviation (0(7))

A  i < GjjS S

Plane 1 - Plane 2 = 3*34
Plane 3 - Plane 4 = 3.98'

= 0.8386 (2)

= 0.006 (2)

= o .o i i  (2)

= 1.230 (2)
0.00018(2) 
0.0002 (2)

-3.1467(2)
0.0041 (2) 
0.007 (2)

-3.0068(2) 
0.018 (2) 
0.019 (2)



no j s?_l . an a u u e.uipt w as nsiu e u u r d  i ne a y uruc u ur e , 
equa va±e n o jo t iie j. a r _■ ;..l scrucuvxre, in one icH/Xsr space— 
group. After two cycles of least-Scuares Refinement the 
E-factor had dropped from 15. 2f* to 15.03$. No signi
ficant change took place in any of the atomic co
ordinate parameters, out their standard deviations 
“became much larger Decause the ratio of parameters to 
observations was greatly increased. It was therefore 
concluded that the space group is indeed PI.
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The more insertant bond-lengths, bond-angles and 
interatomic distances are shown on Fiv i

This structure has a very short hydrogen bond 
(2.46 - . Olii). bonds of this length are most often 
found in symmetrical acid, salts of Type A (cf. potassium 
hydrogen dianisate), Hydrogen bonds joining crystallo- 
graphically distinguishable acid residues are usually 
considerably longer (2.53-2)*

From the molecular packing diagram it can be seen 
that there does, in fact, appear to be a pseudo-centre 
of symmetry situated on the mid-point of the hydrogen 
bond bet ween the oxygen atoms. From the present X-ray 
structure analysis the accuracy is, unfortunately, not 
high enough to distinguish between the anion-like 
residue and the acid-like residue. Nevertheless it can 
be seen that the residues are much more similar than 
most "unsymmetrical" Type B acid salts.

As in the case of ammonium hydrogen dicinnamate 
(Bryan, Mills and Speakman, 1963) some subtle form of 
disorder may be present in this structure. Crotonic and 
cinnamic acid have similar unsymmetrical "tails'* attached 
to the carboxyl group, and these may possibly prevent 
efficient packing of the molecules. In all three compounds,
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ammonium hydrogen dicinnamate, potassium hydrogen 
dicrotonate and rubidium hydrogen dicrotonate, disorder 
of the "tails" has been suspected.
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5.7.

a = 11.51 2, b = 6.02 £, c = 7.48 2,
c(= U4.0 p =iog° £ = gr jit

Cell used in this analysis: 
a = 12.46 1, b = 6.02 1, e = 7.45 2,
ri= 66° 311, p =103° 330 ^ = 9'5° 12*.

Transformation matrix for transforming the arbitrary
cell to the reduced cell:

r -

1 0  1  
0 1 ®
O i l
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The complex crystal structure of this chemically 
simple acid salt has been the main feature of interest 
throughout the structure determination by X-ray diffrac
tion. This structure determination is not of high 
accuracy, mainly because of the poor quality of the 
crystals, the rapid fall-off of the Xrray diffracted 
intensities with sin G and the large ratio of parameters 
to observations. There are four rubidium atoms and 
eight associated acid residues in the asymmetric portion 
of the unit cell. These 52 atoms (excluding hydrogen) 
had to be positioned, making a total of 236 parameters 
(including thermal-vibration-parameters and layer** 
scale-factors) to be determined. 1269 independent 
reflexions wszb measured^ thus giving a ratio of para
meters: observations of approximately 1:5*4» It is., sus
pected that a certain amount of disorder occurs in the 
positions occupied by the hydrocarbon "tails" of the 
molecules, and this, combined v/iuh the relatively small 
number of observations, and the large number of atomic



parameters to be determined, has resulted in the low 
accuracy of the present determination. Nevertheless,. 
it is considered that the over-all structure is 
certainly correct, and is the most complex acid-salt 
structure which has so far been determined.



6.2. Experimental 
The crystals v/ere of poor quality. They had a soft 

texture, exhibited poor extinction between crossed Nicoi 
prisms, and were so deliquescent that small fragments 
would often dissolve while being examined on the micro
scope stage. Selected crystals were mounted individually 
in thin-walled capillary glass tubes, which v/ere then 
sealed at both ends.

Some difficulty was experienced in selecting a small 
single crystal. About a dozen different crystals v/ere 
mounted, and set, only to be discarded when X-ray photo
graphs revealed that the crystal was split, or that 
several '’satellite" crystals v/ere adhering to' the main 
one. The crystal finally selected, although not perfect, 
had only a single small "satellite".
Crystal lata  ̂ -

Weissenberg photographs were taken about both the 
shorter axes. The following parameters were obtained 
from photographs taken with Cu radiation:
Rubidium hydrogen dicrotonate Rb M = 259;0
orthorhombic; a = 33*10; b = 17*46? c = 7*62/\;
V — 4404/;Dm = 1.52; 2 = 16; Dc = 1*52; absorption, 
co-efficient for (Cu) X-raysy= 63cm
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C1.o 1 ce of Space Groups
This was made more difficult by the presence of 

"Systematic weaknesses" which, had they been true, 
would have indicated the space group Pccn. A careful 
examination of the photographs enabled the crystal to be 
assigned to the space group P2-̂ 2-̂ 2 which is a sub
group of Pccn.
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6.3« Structure Solution 
Two two-dimensional Patterson maps were calculated 

for the projections (u, v, o) and (u, o, w). Both v/ere 
expected to have the symmetry of the plane group pmm.
The plane group of the (u, v, o) projection, however, 
was found to approximate to cmm, while the (u, o, w) 
projection had a pseudo-mirror line at vv = i. From the 
pseudo-symmetry, and the systematically weak reflexions 
noted above, it was inferred that the heavy-atoms, at 
least, were in a more symmetrical arrangement than that 
required by the true space group.

“Sharpened'* and "unsharpened" three-dimensi'.onal 
Patterson maps v/ere then calculated, and the positions 
of four rubidium atoms were obtained, which accounted 
for all the major peaks of the maps. The initial 
structure-factors, calculated for the heavy-atoms alone, 
gave an R-factor of 48 .̂

The electron-aensity map calculated from the observed 
structure-amplitudes with the heavy-atom phases, had 
pseudo-symmetry (pseudo centre-of—symmetry) and only two 
crotonate residues could be recognised. The structure 
solution proceeded slowly. After seven structure-factor—

/ /  T1 •» .|Foj-electron—density map cycles, a Bunn Error Synthesis, 
and one jPcf electron-density map, only 32 atoms had



been located, and the E-factor had only dropped to 30$. 
Although the positions of the unknown atoms were 
indicated by complex regions of electron-density, it was 
imr^ossible to decide how the actual molecules were 
positioned. The |Po| map showed that part of the 
trouble was caused by diffract!on-ripples from the heavy- 
atoms. Another cause of difficulty was the continued 
pseudo-symmetry of the structure.

It was therefore decided to refine the partial 
structure by the Least-Squares Method. E. Pollard’s 
(1966) Least-Squares Program was used, with individual 
isotropic atonic temperature parameters, individual 
batch scale factors for each reciprocal lattice net, and 
unit weights for every observation. After four cycles 
this refinement of the partial, structure converged to an 
E-factor of 22$, but by now the atomic co-ordinates had 
been shifted considerably by the refinement.

An (Po - Pc) map was now calculated. Its most 
easily interpretable features were large characteristic 
Mclover-leaf" patterns at the site of each heavy atom.

It was therefore decided to continue the Least-Squares 
Refinement of the partial structure, with anisotropic 
temperature parameters for the heavy atoms.

Three cycles of refinement with Cruickshank's (1965)
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Least-Squares Program then reduced the E-factor to 18^. 
Lhe Least-Squares Refinement destroyed the pseudo- 
symmetry, and the observed and calculated structure 
amplitudes were now in much better agreement. The severe 
rippling remained. Th.us the problem was to differentiate 
the unknown atoms of the structure from the diffraction 
rippj. e s.

At this stage, the usual course would be to cal
culate an (Po - Fc) map. If the atoms of the known acid 
residues and carboxyl groups'are-included in the phasing 
calculation, they do not appear on the difference map, 
and it becomes difficult to link-up the isolated peaks 
which do appear. If, however, the light atoms are 
excluded from the phasing calculation, the pseudo- 
symmetry of the heavy-atom arrangement causes confusing 
I)seudo-symmetry in the resulting difference map.

It was decided that what was required was a map, 
effectively an electron-density map of the light-atom 
regions of the unit cell, and a difference map of the 
heavy-atom structure. Thus the heavy-atom diffraction 
ripples would also be removed from the map. A map was 
calculated, using Fourier • coefficients AD and BB such 

that:
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AD — Ao — An j
and B3 = 3o - BH,

Ao = Ac x |Po{

Bo = Be x | Bo/ 
iFcl ' '

where Ac and Be, AH and BH are the real and imaginary 
components of the calculated structure factors for all 
the known atoms, and only the heavy-atoms, respectively* 
|Bo| and iBcf are the observed and calculated structure 
amplitudes.

The mar) degenerates to a difference-map if the 
positions of only the heavy-atoms are known. The modified 
co-efficients A3 and B3 were calculated by a small Algol 
program. The map iDroduced from these co-efficients was 
very clean in appearance. The light-atcm structure showed 
up'clearly, and it was possible to locate the remaining 
atoms, bringing the total number of atoms in the 
asymmetric portion of the unit cell to fifty-two.

The whole structure was then given two cycles of- 
Least-Squares refinement;, as a result of which the 
R-faetor fell to 16.5$. Structure-factors were then 
calculated, using R. Pollard's (1966) program, and a 
weighting scheme:
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w — x'_ cXp — / o uBo
+ 2 }r/sin20 + 3 k/sin4S + ?sin2S/}.2 } /

was fitted by the program described in Chapter 2.
Least-Squares Refinement was then continued for a
further three cycles. The parameter standard deviations
fell steadily, although they were still large compared
with those normally encountered at this stage of a
structure analysis.

Anisotropic structure— factors were again calculated,
and a final (Bo - Be) map was obtained. This showed no
major features, although the background, fluctuated in
the region -0.8 £/A^, and a complex region surrounded
each heavy-atom site. Since, during the course of the

2refinement, the distribution of W A had again become 
uneven, the weighting scheme program was used to re-adjust 
the parameters of the weighting scheme. Two further 
cycles of least-squares concluded the refinement. The 

final R-factor was 13.51°*
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e atonic parameters are shown in Tables (6.1) to
with their

ana ruoiaium oxygen ana oxygen oxygen
contacts are given in Table (6.8). Average bond-lengths 
(assuming ail eight acid residues in the asymmetric
portion of the unit ceil to be chemically equivalent) 
are given in Table (6.10)along with their root-mean-

approximates to the more symmetrical space group Pccn, 
which can be derived from P2^ 2^ 2 by placing a centre 
of symmetry at (|-, i, i). To obtain the conventional 
representation of Pccn the origin of the crystal axes is 
then moved to the centre of symmetry.

If the origin of the axes is transferred to (-J-, i) 
in the present structure, it can be seen from the 
resulting fractional atomic co-ordinates how closely the 
structure's symmetry approximates to Pccn. If the space 
group was, in fact, Pccn, there would be only two 
rubidium atoms and four acid residues in the asymmetric

square deviations and average standard deviations
es Estimated Standard

Deviations of the atonic parameters
This crystal structure, space group P2^ 2^2
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portion o± cne unit ceil, and these would be related by 
tne centre of symmetry to two other rubidium. atoms and 
to another four acid residues.

The majority of acid salts with very short hydro- 
ten bonds have been found to have a symmetrical structure 
in which the two acid residues linked by the hydrogen 
bond are crystallographically equivalent. The bond 
lies across a centre of symmetry, or a diad axis, and the 
acid residues cannot be distinguished as "acid molecule" 
and "anion". These are known as "Class A" acid salts. 
Where the two residues linked by the hydrogen bond are 
not themselves symmetry-related, the hydrogen bond is 
usually longer than in "symmetrical" acid salts and the 
residues can be distinguished as "acid molecule" and 
"anion" respectively. These are known as "Class B" acid 
salts.

In rubidium hydrogen dicrotonate, the hydrogen bonds, 
though short, do not connect crystallographically equi
valent residues, nor do they lie across the pseudo-centre 
of-symmetry of the pseudo Pccn space group. The criterion 
for a residue being an anion is:-
Symmetry of the carboxyl group (equal C-0 bonds and 

equal C-C-0 angles).
The criteria for recognising a residue as an acid
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molecule are:
x* mstinguishaoie unequal 0 = 0 and C — 0 ... K bonds.
2. The bond-angles in -the carboxyl groups are unequal

C - C - 0 . . . H < C - C  = 0.
Unfortunately this structure determination is not 

sufficiently accurate to observe the distinction. It must 
be noted, however, that while in not one of the eight acid 
residues are the carbon-oxygen bonds of the carboxyl group 
equal, in every case the hydrogen bond is attached through 
the oxygen with the longer bond. In addition the average 
0 ... 0 distance for the hydrogen bonded.atons is 
2.47 - .C5 2 which compares with 2.462 2 in potassium 
hydrogen dicrotonate where, in spite of greater accuracy 
than in the present determination, again no distinction 
can be made between molecule and anion.

Thus, although these bonds are as short as many 
hydrogen bonds found in symmetrical "Class A" structures, 
it is interesting to observe that in neither the potassium 
hydrogen dicrotonate nor the rubidium hydrogen dicrotonate 
have the molecules packed so that the hydrogen oond could 
occupy a symmetrical environment, although in the potassium 
compound the space group is P 1, with a centre of symmetry 
available, and in the rubidium compound the pseudo-centre 
of symmetry is ignored.
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i ^ j U o  — x b i u i u m  i j y a j - G g c v i  d j - c r G u O n U u e  a m  ^ o t a s s r u m  

hyaro^en dncro bGnnts , a-Lunougn s-jieple chemical compounds, 
have entirely different crystal structures and pack in 
different ways. This contrasts with the behaviour of 
many organic acids which form series of isoxaorphous 
acid salts with different cations. This change of 
structure, and the extremely deliquescent behaviour of 
the rubidium compound, indicate that neither of these 
structures has good packing stability. This must be due 
to the nature of the carbon chain attached to the 
carboxyl group. It is less symmetrical than any of the 
derivatives of benzoic acid or acetic acid.

It is interesting to note una u the structure analysis 
of ammonium hydrogen dicinnanate ((Ph.CH.CH. CO ) ̂
Bryan, Hills and Speakman, 1963), was hampered by the 
rapid fall-off of intensity with sinQ, and that the 
corresponding molecular dimensions are anomalous. Here, 
too, the authors suspected "some subtle disorder" of the 

carbon chain.
The cinnamic acid residue has exactly the same "kink" 

in the "tail" as the crotonate residue. It'is felt that 
in the rubidium hydrogen dicrotonate structure disorder 
may be present, particularly with regard to the outermost 
carbon atoms of the acid residue "tails". As can be seen 
from Table 6.3, these all have'large vibration parameters,
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and these large values may be caused by a partial dis 
order in the "tail" portions.

The co-ordination of the rubidium ions is also . 
anomalous. The.contacts are listed in Table 6.8.
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FRACTIONAL COORDINATES AND E.S.D.

ATOM X Y z
R’o( 1) 0.2900 + 2 0.4245 ±  3 ' 0.8210 ±  9

R'd (2) 0.3197 ±  2 0.3258 ±  3 0.3203 + 10

Rb(3) 0.2135 2 ■ 0.0615 ±  3 0.6800 + 9

Rb(4 ) 0.1806 ±  2 0.1009 J 0.1036 + 10

0 (1) 0 . 1586 T 11 0.0351 ±  21 0.9874 + 49

0 (2) 0.1390 + 1 3 - 0.0854 + 23 0.9758 + 57

C(1) 0.1297 ±  13 -0 .0070 ± 26 0.9646 + 66

C (2 ) 0.0902 ±  20 0.0151 ±  39 0.9389 ±  96

C(3 ) 0.0734 ±  26 0.0890 + 46 0 .9455 ±115

C(4 ). 0.0289 ±  31 0.1136 + 54 0.9070 +138

0 (3 ) 0.2785 ±  12 0 . 2736 + 21 0.9951 ±  52

0 (4 ) 0.2405 ±  16 0 . i 656 + 28 0.9255 ± 70

0(5) 0.2777 ± 23 0.1971 ± 4 2 0.9170 ±103

C(6) 0.3156 ± 30 0.1788 + 51 0 . 8o49 +150

c(7) 0.3476 ± 25 0.2258 + 44 0.8355 ±122

0 (3 ) 0.3776 ±  27 0 .2067 + 50. 0.6602 ±135

0 ( 5 ) 0.2458 ±  13 0.3251 ±  23 O.5690 ± 58
0 (6) 0 .22o0 ± 12 0.2102 ± 22 0.5059 ± 55

0(9) 0.2204 ± 16 0.2737 ± 30 0.5938 ± 71

0 (10) 0.1840 ±  28 0.0071 ± 49 0.6413 ±131



C( I 1 ) o.1552 + 22 0.2652 ~L 39 0.7235 + 96

C( 12) o. 1136 24 0.2918 ~r 43 0.7702 +1 o4

□ (7) 0 .-2489 -L. 13 0.4226 ~r 24 0.1521 + 64

o(B) 0.2138 + 18 . 0.3155 Jr 32 0.1200 ± 78
C (13) 0.2133 T 26 0.4029 + 43 0.1931 + 1 20

C(l4) 0.1820 + 27 0.4422 + 47 0.3307 ±135

C (15) o.1467 ~r 27 0.4049 + 48 ■ 0.3258 ±133

C(l6 ) o.ll85 + 35 0.4501 68 0.4167 +172

0.(9) 0.2650 + 1 2 0.1627 J— 21 0.3651 ± 51

0 (10) 0.2524 j. 13 o.o64o *. 24 0.2991 ± 65

c (17) 0.2608 + 20 0.0994 "T 35 0.2750 + 82

C(lS) 0.3214 T 25 0.0581 + 43 0.2299 +111

c (1 9) 0.3487 + 26 0.0895 ± 47 0.2002 +131

C(20) 0.3881 + 26 0.0402 + 52 . 0.1014 +126

0 (11) 0.3702 ± 13 0.5812 T 25 0.5633 -f- 64

0 (12) 0.3397 + 17 0.4671 + 32 0.5440 + 80

C (21 ) 0.3714 24 0.5064 -j- 46 0.5684 ±117

C (22) 0.4109 27 0.4812 + 52 . 0.5947 +124

C(23) 0.4216 25 0.4132 + 44 0 . 6316 +108

C (24) 0.4665 + 26 0.4127 + 46 0.6764. +136

0(13) 0.0955 O- 13 0.2249 • r 24 0.2440 +  55

C (14) 0.0736 + 14 0 . 1690 ~r 25 0.4183 ± 62

C(25) 0.0671 - r 26 0.2200 1 46 0.3329 ±131

C(26) 0.0322 25 0 . 2700 + k 17 i -- / 0.3371



° \ ̂ 71 0.0412 _1 35 0.3378 + 57 0.2028 + 168
c (26) 0.0003 + 43 0 .3615 +  ̂? < 0*4* 0.2919 £1 72

□ (15) 0.3910 14 0.2581 4- 25 0.2588 ± 57
0 (16) 0■=tCVI•=J-•

O + 15 0.3246 -j- 27 0.0023 + 66

C(29)

-3-OCVJ•=t•
0 + 21 0.2679 + 40 0.1476 +101

c(30) 0.4618 + 24 0.2267 + 43 0.1274 +105

c (31) 0.4599 _x.1 32 0.1721 1 . 54 0 .2548 +136

c(32) 0.5022 + 35 0 .1194 + 56 0.3116 +151



TABLE 6.2

ATGMIC/ O LJL jX li^  J .i'ir t.  J- .ljS a N D E.S.D.
IN ANGSTROMS

r. m n  |\ n r i  1  L J r l X VX z
Rb( 1) 9.60 + 1 7.^1 T 1 6.26 ±
Rb(2) 10.58 ■f* 1 . 5.69 4- 1 2.44 j -

Rb(3) 7.07 + 1 1 .07 + 0 5.18 +

Rb(4) 5.98 a. 1 2.81 + 1 1.40 -h

0 (1) 5.25 + 4 • o.6l 1 4 7.52 t

0 (2) 4 .60 + 4 -1.49 + 4 7.44 +

c(D 4.29 4 -0.12
— 5 7.35 +

C(2) 2.98 *r 7 0.26 + 7 7.15 +

c(3) 2.43 + 9 1 .55 + 8 7.20

C.(4) 0.96 10 1 .98 *r 9 6.91 +

0(3) 9.22 + 4 4.78 + 4 7.58 +

0(4) 7.96 + 5 2.89 + 5 7.05 a.

C(5) 9.19 + 8 3.44 + 7 6.99 —
C(6) 10.45 *T“ 10 3.12 _u 9 6.13 - r

c(7) 11.50 ± 8 3.94 + 8 6.37 +

C(8 ) 12.50 4- 9 3.61 + 9 5.03
—

0(5) 8.14 4 5.68 + 4 4.34 * r

0 (6) 7.48 + 4 3.67 + 4 3 . 8 6 +

C(9) 7.30 V. 5 4.78 — 5 4.52 +

C (1 o) 0 .Gy -r 9 0 * 30 1 . 9 4 .8 9 —

1
1

1
1

; 4
4
5
7
9'

11

4

5
8
11
9
10
4
4

5
i o



0(1 i ) 5 .1 4 J- 7

C(12) 3 .7 7 1 8

0 ( 7 ) 8 .2 4 + 4

0 ( 8 ) 7 .0 8 T 6

c (  13) 7 .0 6 _L 9

C( 14) 6 .0 2 + 9

C(15) 4 .85 ”T* 9

C (1 6) 3 .9 2 + 12

0 ( 9 ) 9 .4 3 + 4

0 (1 0 ) 8 .3 6 j- 4

c ( i 7 ) . 9 . 3 0 + 7

O 1 v_; ) . 10 .64 + 8

0 (1 9 ) 11 .54 + 9

0 (2 0 ) 12.85 + 9

0 (1 1 ) 12 .25 + 4

0 (1 2 ) 1 1 .24 - r 6

0(21 ) 12 .29 + 8

0 (2 2 ) 13 .60 ~h 9

C(23) 13 .96 + 8

0 (2 4 ) 15 .44 + 9

0 (1 3 ) 3 .1 6 + 4

0 (1 4 )  ^ 2 .4 4 5

C(2  5) 2 .2 2 + 9

0 (2 6 ) 1 .07 + ■ 8

63 *+■ •*“7
( 5.51 + 71

09 + 8 5.87 + 8

38 + 4 1 . 1 6 5

51 + 6 0 . 9 1 0

o4 ■ a 1.47 _L 9

72 8 2.52 T* 10

07 + 8 2.48 + 10

86 ~r 12 3 . 1 8 ± 13

84 + 4 2 .7 3 "T 4

12 1 4 2.28 4" 5

74 + 6 2.10; 4* 6

02 ~r 8 1 .75 -U 8

56 + 8 . ' 1.53 + 10

70 + Q 0 .7 7 4* 10

15 + 4 4 .2 9 + 5

16 6 4 .1 5 ± 6

84 + 8 ■ . 4 .3 3 - + 9

4o + 9 4 .5 3 4* 9

21 + 0 4.81 4* 8

21 ’ + 8 5.15 1 10

93 ~r 4\ r .86 • 4- 4

95 ' ± 4. 3 .1 9 ~r 5

84 + 8  ;4 2 .5 4 J— 10

87 8 ■ 2 .5 7 -r 10

4

c;

7

5

nI

1

7

7

2
1
1

1
' 1
0
10
8
8
8
7

7

3

2
. 3

ii



c(27) 1.36 + 12 5.90 + 10 1 .55 + 13

C(28) 0.01 + 14 6.31 + 11 2.22 + 13

0 (15) 12.94 + 5 4.51 i . 4 1.97 + 4

0(16) 14.03 + 5 5.67 + 5 0.02 + 5

c(29) 13.92 + 7 4.68 + 7 1 .12 + ■ 8

c(30) 15.28 + 8 . 3.96 + 7 ' • o.97 ± 8

c(3i) 15-22 + 11 3.00 ' + 9 1 .94 ± 10

c(32) 16.62 + 12 2.08 . + 10 2.37 + 12



TABLE 6.3
FRACTIONAL COORDINATES 
AND TEMPERATURE FACTORS 

FOR CARBON AND OXYGEN ATOMS

ATOM X Y Z u-

0 ( 1) 0 .1 5 8 6 0.0351 0 .9874 0 .0508

0 ( 2 ) 0 .1 3 9 0 - 0 .0 8 5 4 0 .9758 0 .0670

C(l) 0 .1 2 9 7 - 0 .0 07 0 0 .9646 0 .0250

C(2) 0 .0 9 0 2 0.0151 0 .9389 0 .0732

C (3) 0 .0734 0 .0 89 0 • 0 .9455 0 .0962

C (4) 0 .0 2 8 9 0 .1 1 3 6 0 .9070 ■ 0 .1212

0 ( 3 ) 0 .27 8 5 0 .2736 0.9951 0 .0607

0 ( 4 ) 0 .2 4 0 5 0 .1 65 6 0 .9255 0 .0967

C(5) 0 .2 7 7 7 . 0.1971 0 .9170 0 .0818

C(6) 0 .3 1 5 6 0 .1788 0 .8049 0.1221

c (7 ) 0 .3 4 7 6 • 0 .2 25 8 0 .8355 0.0951

C (8) 0 .3 7 7 6 0 .2 06 7 0 .6602 0 .1094

0 ( 5 ) 0 .2 4 5 8 0.3251 0 .56 9 0 0 .0 69 9

0 ( 6 ) 0 .2 2 6 0 0 .2 1 0 2 0 .5059 0 .0648

C (9) 0 .2204 0 .2737 0 .5938 0 .0422

C(10) 0 .1 8 4 0 0.3071 0 .6413 0 .1084

c(n) 0 .1 5 5 2 0 .2652 0 .7235 0 .0734

C(12) 0 .1 1 3 8 0 .2918 0 .7 7 0 2 0.0841

□ (7 ) 0 .2 4 8 9 0 .4226 0.1521 0 .07 7 5



0 (8) 0.2138 . 0.3155 0.1200 0.1133
0(13) 0.2133 0.4029 0.1931 0.0974
c(i4) 0.1820 0.4422 0.3307 0.1099
C(15) 0.1467 0.4049 0.3258 0.1087
C(16) o.l185 0.4501 0.4167 0.1311
0(9) 0.2850 0.1627 0.3651 0.0606
0(10) 0.2524 o.o64o 0.2991 0.0822
c(i7) 0.2808 0.0994 0.2750 0.0618
C(l8) 0.3214 0.0581 0.2299 0.0915
0(19) 0.3487 0.0895 0.2002 0.1050
C(20) 0.3881 0.0402 0.1014 0.1082
0(11) 0.3702 0.5812 0.5633 0.0797
0(12) 0.3397 0.4671 0.5440 0.1119
C (21) 0.3714 0.5064 0.5684 0.0935
C (22) 0.4109 0.4812 0.5947 0.1101
0(23) 0.4216 0.4132 0.6316 0.0913
0(24) 0.4665 0.4127 0.6764 0.1046
0(13) 0.0955 0.2249 0.2440 0.0705
0(14) 0.0736 0.1690 0.4183 0.0782
0(25) 0.0671 0.2200 0.3329 0.io4o
C (26) 0.0322 0.2788 0.3371 0.1009
0(27) 0.0412 0.3378 0.2028 0.1321
0(28) 0.0003 0.3615 0.2919 0.1297
0(15) 0.3910 0.2581 0.2588 0.0745



o(i6) o.424o 0.3246 0.0023 0.0835
c(29) 0.4204 0.2679 0.1476 0.0787
c(30) 0.4618 0.2267 0.1274 0.0839
c(3i) 0.4599 0.1721 0.2548 0.1224
C(32) 0.5022 0.1194 0.3116 0.1338



TABLE 6.4
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS AND E.S.D. 

FOR RUBIDIUM ATOMS

ATOM U11 U22 U33 2U23 2U31
Rb(l) 0.1066

49
0.0427

31
0.0474

39
0.0059 -0.0094 

63 90
Rb( 2) 0.0786

4o
0.0443

33
0.0702

45
0.0009 -0.0020 

75 87
Rb(3) 0.0864

4o 0.035730
0.056540

0.0102 0.0068 
64 87

Rb(4) 0.0712
38

0.0498
33

0.0700
44 -0.0059 -0.0219 76 86

2U1 2

0.0287
74

0.0272
69

0.0135
65

0.031l70



TABLE 6.5
PRINCIPAL VALUES AND 

VIBRATION TE
DIRECTIONS
INSORS

OF

ATOM
o2 

U A D1 D2 D3
Rb( 1) 0.1101 

0.0392 
0.047A

-0.9740 
-0.1866 
0 .l287

0.2110
-0.9539
0.2136

0.0829
0.2352
0.9684

Rb(2) 0.0396
0.0834
0.0701

-0.3269
-0.9411
-0.0787

-0.9444
0.3280
0.0241

0.0031
0.0823
-0.9966

Rb(3) 0.0875
0.0335
0.0576

0.9888 
-0.1378 
0.0572

-0.1201
-0.9625
-0.2433

0.0886
0.2337
-0.9683

Rb(4) 0.0396
o.o846
0.0668

0.4967
-0.7901
0.3593

0.8284
0.3080
-0.4678

0.2589
■0.5300
0.8075



TABLE 6 .6

BOND-LENGTHS WITH E .S .D .

0 (1) -  0(1) 1.22 -

0 (2) -  0(1) 1.41 -

0 (1) -  0(2) 1.38 -

C(2) -  0(3) 1.40 -

C(3) -  0(4-) 1.56 -

0(3 ) -  0(5) 1.46 -

0(4 ) -  0(5) 1.35 -

0 (5) -  0(6) 1.55 ±

0 (6) -  0(7) 1.36 -

0 (7) -  0(8) 1.69 -

0(5) -  0(9) 1.24 -

0 (6) -  0(9) 1.31 i

0 (9) -  0(10) 1.39 i

0 (10) -  0(11) 1.35 -

C ( l l )  -  0(12) 1.49 1

0(7 ) -  0 (13) 1.27 -

0 (8) -  0(13)
*4"1.62 -

0(13) -  0(14) 1.63 -

C(14) -  0(15) 1.34 -

0(15) -  0(16) 1.40 i

0 (9) -  0(17) 1.31 -

0 (10) -  0(17) 1.14 -

6
6
8

11
13

8

.9

13

12
13

7

7

11
12
11
10
10
13

12
15

7

8



C(17) - 0(18) 1.56 + 10
C(18) - 0(19) 1.08 + 12
0(19) - 0(20) 1.74 + 13
0(11) - 0(21) 1.31 + 9
0(12) - 0(21) 1.27 T 10
0(21) - 0(22) 1.40 + 12
0(22) - 0(23) 1.27 + 12
0(23) - 0(24) 1.52 + 12

0(13) - 0(25) 1.16 + 10
0(14) - 0(25) 1.12 + 10

0(25) - 0(26) 1.55 + 12
0(26) - 0(27) 1.48 + 15
0(27) - 0(28) 1.57 + 18

0(15) - 0(29) 1.30 + 9
0(16) - 0(29) 1.49 + 9
0(29) - 0(30) 1.55 + 10

0(30) - 0(31) - 1.36 -13

0(31) - 0(32) 1.73 + 15



TABLE 6.7 
IHl’ERMOLECULAB 0 ... 0 CONTACTS
0( 2) ... 0(16A) 
0( 3) ... 0( 8B) 
0( 6) ... 0(9) 
0(11) ... 0(14C)

2.62 -  7 
2.46 -  7 
2.38 -  6 

2.41 -  6



Atoms with coordinates given in Table 6.1 have no extra 
designation; other symmetry related atoms are dis
tinguished as follows:-
A x + X2 t i r _ xy a  t

B X, y> z + 1
C X + X  

S t y + i t

D X, y > z - 1



TABLE 6.8
RUBIDIUM ... OXYGEN CONTACTS
Hb(I) • • • 0(12) 2.78
Rb(l) • • • 0(73) 2.87
Rb(l) • • • 0(10C) 2.96
Rb(l) • • « 0(5) 2.97
Bb(l) • • • 0(3) 2.98
Rb(2) • • • 0(15) 2.68
Rb(2) • • • 0(3D) 2.97
Rb(2) • • • 0(20) 3.06
Rb(2) • • • 0(12) 3-07
Eb(2) • • • 0(9) 3.09
Rb(2) • • • 0(5) 3.09
Rb(2) • • • 0(7) 3.16
Eb(3) • • • 0(4) 2.76
Bb(3) • • • 0(6) 2.94
Eb(3) • • • 0(12A) 2.95
Bb(3) • • • 0(1) 3.00
Bb(3) • • • 0(7A) 3.01
Bb(3) • • • 0(10) 3.18
Bb(4) • • • 0(1D) 2.75
Bb(4) • • * 0(43) 2.79
Bb(4) • • • 0(11A) 2.91
Rb(4) • • • 0(8) 2.95



Rb(4) ••• 0(6) 
Rb(4) • •• 0(10) 
Rb(4) ... 0(13)

3.00
3.05
3.07



TABLE 6.9
Final observed and calculated structure factors.



c*c; K W 9 OH  r  C*lC f | ] U  f C*lC t  r  CM r  C*l C



i r oil r c*tc

**•*»»•*13*«



TABLE 6.10
AVERAGE BOND-LENGTHS FOR A CROTONATE RESIDUE

0(3). .H. .0(2)'

0(3) - 0(4)

Cl) - 0(2)
0(1)

Atoms Mean(£)
S.D. of 
Mean (S.) S.D. (i)

E • S • D.
(av.)(2)

0(1) - 0(1) 1.24 0.02 0.0.7 0.09
0(2) - C(l) 1.38 0.0.5 0.14 0.08
0(1) - 0(2) 1.51 0.04 0.10 0.11
0(2) - 0(3) 1.33 0.04 0.12 0.12
0(3) - 0(4) 1.59 0.04 0.12 0.14

0(2)...H...0(3) 2.47 0.06 0.12 0.07



FIG. 1
Projection of the asymmetric portion of the structure 
onto the xy plane, down the c-axis (from x = 0.0 to 
x = 0.25., from y = 0.0 to y = 0.25, from z = 0.0 to 
z = 1.0)







FIG. 2
Projection of the asymmetric portion of the 
onto the xz plane, down the h-axis (from x : 
x = 0.25, from y = 0.0 to y = 0.25, from z : 
z = 1.0)

structure 
0.0 to 
0.0 to
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■ri.1' r i j l ‘jJ±sv -i-
A.l.l. The Fourier Search Program
A.I.2. The Sorting Program
A.I. 3. The Weighting-Scherae Program



D-Da O---' pO'v .'(.'UP4

POURIER search program-* 
be;:; In

Horary AO,A6,A7,AS,A9,A12,A14;
procedure SORT (n, t, p, in); value n, t, p;

integer n , t, p; real array in: be;; in
integer, h, i, j, flag; 
real C; .
for j := 1 steu 1 until entier (n/2) do be;; in
flag:=Q;
for i:= j+1 step 1 until n-j+1 do 
oegln
if in [i,p]> in [i-1,p] then goto L1; 
flag:= 1;
for h: = 1 step 1 until t do 
begin

C:=in [i,h]; in [i,h]:= in [i-1,h]; 
in [i-1,h]:-C;

end:
LI: ill in [n-i+1,p]< in [n-i+2,p] then goto L2:

1 lag • ■ 1 ji
for h: = 1 step 1 until t do 
begin

C:=in[n-i-(-l ,h]; in [n~i-*-1 ,h] : = in [n~i+2,h] 
in [n-i+2,h]:=C;

end:T O ̂- U  C- m
end:
if flag=0 then goto finish; 

end; 
finish:

end procedure SORT;
procedure SOLVE(n,N,const,coeffts,sing);
value n; Integer sing,n; real array N,const,coeffts

begin
real array L,U[1:n,1:n]jprocedure DECOMP (A,L,U,n,sing); value A,n;
integer sing,n; real array A,L,U; 

begin
integer i,j',k;for i: = 1 step 1 until n do.for k:= 1 step 1 until n do. 
beginif_ k=i then L[ijk] : = 1; 

if k<i then
^^aba(U[k,k])<io-15
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be Kin
S j_ng • = ' J y > GO .LsAy

ena;
L[i*k] :=A[ijk]/U [k,k];
for j := 1 steg 1 until k-1 do
j .1 [ 1 j k ] i =ij [ i j k ] - j j j. 1 ̂ j ] xU [ j j k ] / U [k > k ] y 

U[l,kJ-:=0; 
end *
11 k>l then L[i ,i:] 0;
If k̂ >i then 
be Kin

uLijk]:=A[ijk];
for j := 1 step 1 until i-1 do.

<i[l,k] :=li[ijk] - L[i,j]xULj,k] jend; 
end

end procedure DECOMPj 
procedure IIIVERT (b} I\3n ) ; value L,n j 

integer nj real arrav L,M; 
be Kin

integer i,j,k; 
for i: = 1 step 1 until n do 
for k:= 1 step 1 until n do 

begin.
if i=k then M[i,k1:=1/L[j,k3: 
if: i<K then M[i,k] :=0j 
if i>k then 
be Kin
M Li,k]:=0;
for j := k step 1 until i-1 do.
M[i,k]:=Mli,k]-(LLi,j]xM[j,k])/L[i,l]5end; 

end;
end procedure INVERTj 
procedure TRANS (A,B,n); value A,nj 

integer n; real array A,B; 
be Kin

integer i,j ;
for i:= 1 step 1 until n do
for j := 1 step 1 until n do. Bti,j] :=A|j ,i] 

end procedure TRANS;
procedure MM MULT (A^B^n^Y); value A,B,nj| 
integer n; real array A,B,Y; 

begin
integer i,j,k; for i:= 1 step 1 until n do. 
for k : = 1 step 1 until n do
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Y[i,k] :=0;
for .1 := 1 step 1 until n ao

c] v A Li, j ]xb[ j ,k];end •’
end procedure MM MULT;
procedure MV MULT ( A*x,rub); value
integer n; realL array A,x,,b;

begin
integer
for i:= 1 steo 1 until n do
begin
oil] :=o;for .1 : == 1 step 1 until n do
b[i] := bIi] + A[i, j ]xx[j ];

enci:
ena procedure M7 MULT;
s ing: = 1; DECOMP(N,L,U,n, sing);

A,x,n j

If s ing=0 then goto 15 ;
IN7ERT(L,N,n); TEAi:3(U,L,n); INVERT(L,U,n); 
TRAN3(U,L,n); MM MULT(L,N,n,U);
MV MULT(U,const,r:,coeffts);

Lp:
end procedure SOLVEj
integer i, j, k, x, y, 2, x min, x max, y min,
y max, z min, z max, sing,p, Nx, Ny, Nz, 1, o, n, q; 

res 1. V, a, b, c, s, alpha, beta, gamma, threshold: 
open (10): open (20); open (30);find( 100,lpG030003i) • ' find( 101 ,1.201); 
copy text. (20, 30, jjil); 
beginreal array unit cell[l :6] ,S[1 :44]
read binary(100,S,lpart2inputl);
read binary(101 ,unit cell, Lunitcelll) ;
dataskip( 101) ; Nx:=S[2]; Ny:=S[9Jj  ̂Nz:=S[16];
x min:=S L1]: " x max:=S[p]: • y min:-S[8];y max:=S [12]; s min:=S[!5] ; z max:=S[ 19] ;
a:=unit cell[!]; b:=unit cell[2];
c:=unit cell[3].’

alpha:= unit cell[4] x.0174-532j 
betci:=unit cell[5] x ♦0174532.'; 
gamma:=unit cell[6] x ,0174532; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until 3 doif abs(S[26+i]-l)<0.00ol then o:=i; 
if o=2 then 
begin
o:=3; goto fixed;
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ill o=3 then o:=2;
iiyie.ii

en_i:
L/nresnG-Lb i

=read(20) 5 V:=2xaxbxc/(lIxxMyxNz); z : = (aIpha-rbe to ,+^amma)/2 ;
V'; =7xo ̂r t ( s in (s) x s in (s -a Ipha) X s in (s -b e t a) x 
sir:(s-gamma)); 

ill o=2 then
eexin
i:=z min ; j :=zmax ; z min:=y min; zrnax: =ymax;
y min :=xmin; y ma.x:=x max; x min:=i; x max:=j

e n d ;
ill o = 3 then 
begin

i :=zmin ; i :=z  max: zmin : =xmin; z" max: =xmnx;
x min:=y min; xmax:=y max; y min:=i; y max:=j

e n d ;
p:=4_:=n:=0 ;
begin

reel array list[l: 200, 1: 4];
begin
real array density [x min:xmax,y min:y 
max], s [ 1: 100,1: 3] 3listt[ 1: 10 0,1: 4 ] ;

for z:= z min sten 1 until zmax do 
begin 

1 :=();read binary (lOu, density, JjElectrondensityl); 
for x:= xrnin step 1 until xmax do 

for y:= yin in step 1 until ymax do 
beginif density[x,y]<threshold then goto continue; 

if x+1 >xmax or y+1 >ymax or x-1 <xmin 
or y-1 <ymiri then goto continue; 

for i:= -1 ste0 1 until 1 do 
for J := -1 steo 1 until 1 do

if. density[x+i,y+j]>density[x,yj then 
goto continue;

1:=H-1; s[l,1]:=xj s[1,2]:=y; 
s[1,3]:=density[x,y];

continue:
end;if 1=0 then goto next section;
if n=0 then
beginfor i:= 1 step 1 until 1 do. 
begin
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list[i,3]:=z; list[i,4]:=s[i,3]j 
for j:= 1 step 1 until 2 do 

list[ i,oTF=s[ i,Jjlend;
n:=l; 

end; 
for i:= 1

goto next section; 
step 1 until 1 do

repack

new

next peak:

begin
for j := 1 step 1 until n do

if abs (sFiji ]-list[ j ,1 ]"J<1 *001 and 
abs(sfi,2]-list[j,2])<1.001 and 
abs(z-list[j,3])<1-001 then 

begin
if s[i,3]>listr3,4] then 
begin

list[j,1]:=s[1,1]; list[j,2]:=s[l,2]
list[ J,3]:=z; list[ j,4]:=s[i,3];
goto next peak; 

end;
p:=p-H; listt[p,1 ] :=s[ i,1 3; 
listtf p,2]:=sr1,2]; llstt[p,3]:“z;
listt[p,4]:=s[i>3l; 
if P<4o then goto next peak;

: k:—0;
for x:= 1 step 1 until p do

if abs (z-listtfxTJTTO *001 then 
begin 
k : =k+1;
for y := 1 step 1 until 3 ho 

lis tt rk,yj:«listttx,y3 >
end;p:=k; goto next peak; 

end;
if p=0 then goto new; 
for . 1 1  step 1 until p do

if abs ( kTTTi 3 —listtl j, 1 T7<1 • 001 andabs(s[i,2]-listtf j,2])<1.001 and 
abs (z-listtT j>3 ] )<1 *001 then 

beginif s[i,3J>listt[j,4] then goto new; 
listtf o,1 I :s=s[ 1,1 j; listtfJ,2] *—3[1,2]
listt[j,3]:=s; listtfj,4]:=s[i,3JS 
goto next peak; 

end;n :*n+1; list[ n , 1 ]:**3 [1,1], 
list[n,2]:-s[1,2]; list[n,3]:~z; 
list[n,4]:-s[i,3l;
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end; 
next section: 

end;
SORT(n,4,3,iist); 1:=0; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until n do 
begin

list[ 1,4] :=();
if abs(listfi,1]-xmin)>.0Q1 and 
abs(list[i,2]-ymin)>.001 and 
abs (listf i,3]-zinin)>.001 and 
abs(listfi,3J-zmax}>.001 then begin -
1 :=1*H;
for J:- 1 step 1 until 3 do 
listf 1,3T: =1 istl i, 3 J,end;

end;
rewind (l 00); 

end density and s loop; 
begin

real array values f 1,: 1,-1 :1 ,-1 :1 ,-1 :1 
beginreal array densityfxmin:xmax,ymin:ymax]; 

for z:= zmin step i until zmax do 
begin

read binary(l00,density,£ElectrondensityJ_);
for i:= 1 step 1 until 1 do
begin

if listf1,3]-z+1 <-.999 then goto NEXT PEAK; 
if listf i,3]-z-1>.999 then 
goto NEXT SECTION; 

for k:= -1 step 1 until 1 do 
beginif abs(listfi,3]+k-z)<.001 then 
beginfor x:= -1 step 1 until 1 do 

for y:= -1 step 1 until 1 do 
begin

values f i,x,y,k] :=
densityflistf i,1]+x,listf i,2]+y]; listf i,4]:-list[i,4]+values[l,x,y,k]xV; 

end;
goto NEXT PEAK; 

end; 
end;

NEXT PEAK:
end;

NEXT SECTION:
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end;
end second density block;
in terchange(1 00);
begin

real array Af 1 :27>1. :1 0],const!” 1 :27],coefftsTl:10]*coords f1:3],C[1 :3l 
,LIST[1:8],N[1 si 0,1:10],vect[1:1 0],B[ 1 :3,1 :3] for i:= 1 step 1 until 1 do 

begin
~"n step 1 until 1 do_

1 step 1 until 1 do 
y := -1 step 1 until 1 do

n:=0;
for z:= -

for x:=
for y

begin
n : =n+1 ;

co: A[n,1 ]:»X: A[n,5l :sY: A[n,6] : =
Z: A[n*731*xsq: A[n,2] : =

ysq: A[n,3 J : =zsq: A[n,4] : =
xy: A[n,8] : =
xz: Al”n,9]: =yz: A[n,10]:

RHS: constFni

Jn,5]T2;
.[n,6]T2;
Jn,7]T2;

end;
for j := 1 step 1 until 10 do 
begin

for k: = 1 step 1 until 10 do N[j,k]ĵ O; 
vectf j]:=0; 

end;
for j:= 1 step 1 until 27 do 
for k:= 1 step 1 until 10 do 

beginfor n:= k step 1 until 10 do'
~%n,k] :=KTTc7n] :SHfk,n ]+ATTjk]xA[ j,n]j 
vect[k]:=veot[k]+A[j,k]xeonst[J]; 

end;S0LVE(l OjN^vectiCoeffts,sing); 
if sing=0 then goto L6; 
for j:« 1 step 1 until 3 do 
B[jjj]:=2xc o eff ts[j+1 ];

B[1,2J:=BF2,1]:*coeffts[8];
B[1,3]:=B[3M]:=coeffts[9];B[2,3]:=B[3,2]:=coeffts[ 1 0];CM ] :=-coeffts[3]; C[2] :=-coeff ts[6];
C[3]:«-coeffts[7]; SOLVE(3,B,C,coords,sing);
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If s ing=0 then goto L6; n : =0;
for j* := 1 step 1 until 3 do

if abs(iistli,j j-eoordsuf] )>1 .000 then n:=1 
if n=0 then goto L7;

L6: for k: = 1 s tep_ 1 until 3 do
coords [ k77=list[ i/kT; 

list[i,4]:«-999;L7; if o =1 then
for j 1 step 1 until 3 do 
LIST[ j ]: -coords [ j j ; 

if o=2 then 
begin
LIS?[1]:=coordsf 2]; LIST[2]:=coords[3]s
LISTF 3]:=coords[1]; 

end;
if o=3 then 
begin

LIST[1]:=coords[3l; LISTF 2]:=coordsf 1 ]; 
LIST[3]•-coordsf 2 ]; 

end;
LIST[4]:=LISTT1]/NxJ LISTT 51:=LIST[2]/Ny;
LIST[6] :=LIST[3]A'2; LIST[7]:=list[l,4];peak density:
LIST[8]:=coeffts[1]+coeffts[2]xcoords[ 1 ]?2 
-J-coeffts[3 jxcoords[2]?2+coefftsf 4] 
Xcooras[3]l2 +coeffts[5]xcoordsf 1 ]
+coefftsf 6]xcoords(2]+coeffts[7] 
xcoords f 3 ]+coeffts f 8]xcoords f 1 ] 
Xcoords[2]+coeffts[9]xcoords[ 1 ]
Xcoords[3]+coeffts[10]xcoords[2]Xcoordsf 3 ]j 

store: q:=q+1; write binary(100,LIST,|LIST]_);
another peak:

end extrapolation loop; 
end normal equations block; 

end values block; 
end list block;interchange(100j; dataskip(l00); skip(l00,-q);  ̂
begin

real array listf 1:q,1:8],LIST[1 :8]; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until q do 
begin

read binary(100,LIST,fLIST]_);
for j := 1 step 1 until 8 do listf i,j ] :=LIST[ j ]; 

end;
rewind (100); interchange (1 01 }; 
write text (30> f f 2c7s j CRIDF10sJC00RDINATES]__9sJ[ 

PRACTIDNAL|2sTC00RDINATE'S>[6s1
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PEAK*WT.***PEAK*HKIGH?r 4c] ] ) ;
SORT (q, 8,7for i: = q step -1 until 1 do 
begin

for o:= 1 step 1 until 3 do
write (30 , format (jJPs-ndd. dddd_]_) , lis t [ i > J ]) ̂ 

for j := 4 step 1 until 6 do
wr ite (30, format"! j_2s -nd. dddddj_) , lis t[ i, j ]); 

if abs(list[i>7]+999)<.001 then
write text(30j f f 2s ]FALSE*PEAKj~2c] ]) else 

be;n n
write(30,format([ 2s-nddd.ddJ_) ,list[ 1,7]); 
wr i te (30 , format (]~2s -nddd. ddc cj_), 1 is t [ i, 8 ]); 

end; 
end;write text (1 0 ,JĴ 6cjFR ACTION AL*C00RDINATES *FR0M*JJ; 
o:=r ead(20);
if o=0 then write textfl 0, [ PATTERS0N*mP_[4c]jJ;
if o=1 then write textf 10,rFo*MAPr4c ] ]);
if o=2 then write textfl0,n?c*MAPpicTT)^if o=3 then write text(1 0 ,rblFFERENCE*MAP[ 4c ] 3);
if o<0 or o>3 then write textfl 0,£MP<[4cjT); 
gap (10,25b);
for i:= q step -1 until 1 do 
begin -if abs(list[i,7]+999)<.OOl then goto last; 

for j:= 4 step 1 until 5 dowr ite (10, format ([_2s-nd.ddddd; ]) ,list[ i, j ]); 
write(l 0,format(]j2s-nd.ddddd;cjp*,listC i,6].);
gap (10,1 5); 

end;
last: gap(lo,3oo);

beginreal array LL[1:6]; _ , _LErt]:=q; LL[2]:=8; LL[3]:=oJ LL[4]:=NxjLL[5]:=NyJ LL[6]:=Nz:write binary(1 01 ,LL,JLL2); .write binary(101 ,list,[LSTl); interchange(101 }
rewind (101 ); end mark block; end list and LIST block;cToseflOO); close (101 ); close(30); close(10); close(20); end->
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DBX0184ookp4
CRYSTALLCGRAPHIC DATA INDEX SORTING PROGRAM-* begin

library AO,A6,A7,A8,A9;integer t,f,lmin,lmax,n,m,s,np,dv,l,l,j,q,core, order,nbl,next,spare,empty; integer array ind[-1 00:1 00]; real array LS[ 1 :6];open (20T; find (1 01 ,£20j_); find (1 00 ,£DG030003l);dv:=10l; interchange (1 00 j; order:=read(20);comment order=1 ascending, =2 descending;for i:= -100 step 1 until 100 do indfi]:«6;read binary (101 ,LS,£jLSj); f:=read(20); m:=read(20)s:=read(20); t:=LS[lTs l:=t+l;core:=(6500-52x1)/(t+3); lmax:=-100; lmin:=100;beginreal array block[1 .*50,1 :l],SFS,hold[1 :t]; nbl:=np:=0;s tart:np:=np-H ; if np>50 then beginnp:=0; nbl:=nbl+l;write binary(100,block,[blockJJ; goto start;end;read binary(l01 ,SFS,£SFSj_); if SFS[13<-998 then beginbioclcf np, 1 ] :=-999; nbl:=nbl+1; block[np,2]:=nbl; np:=o; write binary(100,block,JblockJ); interchange (IOO); rewind(lOO); rewind (101);interchange (dv); write binary (dv,LS,£LSjL) 5goto* select; end; .for i:= 1 step 1 until t do block[np,l]:=SFS[i]; block[np,lJ:=blockthp,s3x10000+block[np,m3 
X100fblock[np,f35 ind[block[np,s 3 3 :=ind[block[np,s 3 3+11 goto. start; select:if order=2 then goto descending order; n:=0; lmin:=lmax; for i:= -100 step 1 until 100 do if ind[i 3 >0 then beginm:=ind[i]+n;if m>core then goto batch; beginn:=m; Imax:—i; ind[i].—0,
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end; end:If n=0 then goto finish;batch:
begin

real array in[1:n*1:l],add[1:n,1:2]; 
np:=51\ q:=0;L1 : np:=np+1;if np>50 then beginnbl:==nbl-1; read binary(1 00,block,£block]_); np:-0; goto LIj end;if nbl>0 then goto L2; if block[np*1 ]<—993 then beginnbl:=block[np,2]; rewind(lOO); goto sorting; end;L2: j:=block[np,s];if j >lmax or j<lmin then goto LI; q:=q+1;for j:* 1 step 1 until 1 do in[ q,.1 ] :=block[np, j ]; add[q,1]:=block[np,lJ; add[q,2]:-q; goto LI ;

sorting:begininteger djk; array y[1:2];d:*2Tentier(ln(n)/ln(2) )-1;Cl : if d̂ O then goto exit;i:=1;C2; J:=i;
for k: = 1 step 1 until 2 do y[k]:=add[i+d,k]; 

c3: if y[1]<add[j,1] then goto C4;C5: for k:= 1 step 1 until 2 do add[j+d,k]:=y[kj; i:*i+1;if i+d<n then goto C2; d: = (d-1 goto Cl;ĉ : for k:=3 1 step 1 until 2 do add[ j+d,k] :=add[ j,kj;
if- j>0 then goto C3; goto c5;

exit:
end; 

rearrange:for i: = 1 step 1 until n do beginif add[i,2]=0 then goto next cyclq; 
next:=i; spare:*!;
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for j := 1 step 1 until t do hold[ j ] :=in[ spare,tj ]; 
L3: empty:=next; next :=add[ empty >2];

aaa[empty ,2]:=0; 
if next==0 then goto next cycle; 
if next=spare then 
begin

for j := 1 step 1 until t do 
in[ empty, j J :=holdTjT; 

goto next cycle; 
end; _
for j: = 1 step 1 until t do 

in [ empty , j J: * in [ next, j ]; 
goto L3; 

next cycle:
for = 1 step 1 until t do SFS[ j ] :=in[ i, J ]; 
write binary (dv,SFS >]_SFSj7T 

end rearrange block; 
goto select; 

end ascending order block; 
descending order:

n:=0; lmax:=lmin; 
for i: = 100 step -1 until -100 do 

if ind[i]>0 then 
begin
m:=indFi]+n;
if m>core then goto batch down; 
n:*m; lmin:=i; ind[i]:*0; 

end;
if n==0 then goto finish; 

batch down:
begin

real array in[1 :n,1 :l],add[1 :n,1 :2j; 
np:*5l; q:=0;

LI 0: np: =np+1;
if np>50 then 
be°*innbT:*nbl-i; read binary (100, block, £block]_); 
np:*o; goto Lio; 

end;
if nbl>0 then goto L20; •
if block[np,1]<-998 then
beginnbl:=block[np,2]; rewind(100); 

goto sorting down; 
end;

L20: j:=block[np,s];
if j<lmin or j>lmax then goto LIO;
q:«q+l;
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3;== 1 step 1 until 1 do in[q, j ] :=block[np, j ]; 
add[q,1]:«blockfnp,lj; add[q,2]:=q; gotoLIO; 

sorting down: 
begin

integer d3k; 
array yf1:2];
d:=2Tentier(ln(n)/ln(2))-1;

CIO: if d<0 then goto exit down;
i:=1;

C20: j:=i;
for k:» 1 step 1 until 2 do y[k] :=add[ i+d,k];

C30: if y[1 ]>addTj/i ] then goto C4o;
C50: for k:= 1 step 1 until 2 do add[ i+djk] ;s=yfk];

i:=i+1;
then goto C20; 

d: = (d-1 )/2j goto CIO;
C4o: for k:= 1 step 1 until 2 do add[ j+d,k] :-add[ j,k]

j :==j-*d;
if J>0 then goto C30; 
goto C50;

exit down:
end;

rearrange down:
for i : = *! step 1 until n do 
begin

if add[i,2]=0 then goto next cycle down; 
next:*!; spare:=i;
for j:= 1 step 1 until t do holdf j ] :*=in[ spare,j ] 

L30: empty:=next; next:=add[empty,2];
add[emptyi2]:=0;
if next^O then goto next cycle down;
if next^spare then
begin

for j:= 1 step 1 until t do 
in[emptyVj]:=hold[jj; 

goto next cycle down; 
end;
for j := 1 step 1 until t do 

in [ empty /jj:®in[ next , j ]; 
goto L30;

next cycle down: r ,
for j:= 1 step 1 until t do SFS[j]:«in[i,j]; 
write binary(dv,SFS,IjSFSjJf’ 

end rearrange down block; 
goto descending order; 

end descending order block; 
finish: . _.SFS[ 1 ] :*-999; write binary (dv,SFS,[jSFSji_);
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interchange(dv); close(lOl); close(lOO); 
close(20); 

end; 
end-*
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DBX01 6600KPA
WEIGHTING LEAST SQUARES DATA PROGRAM-*

Us yin
library AO^A6 jA 7>AS^Al 2,,A1 4 j
procedure SOLVE (n,N*c onst *c oeff ts >s ing) ̂
value nj inteyer siny.>nj rea1 array N.,const 3ooefftsJ 

be yin
rea1 array L,U[ 1 :n51 :n]j
procedure DECOMP (A, L,TJ,n,sing) I value A,nj 
inteyer sing^nj real array A,L,Uj 

be yin
inteyer i,o’,kj 
f or i:= 1 step 1 unti 1 n do 
f or k: = 1 step 1 until n do 

be yin
if k=i then L[ i} kj : =1 j 
if k<i then 
be yin

if abs (U[ k,k] )< io-1 5 then 
be yin
sing:=0; yoto LA; 

end)
H  ij k] :=A [ i, k] /U[ k, k] j 
for ,1:= 1 step 1 until k-1 do
~ H  i , k] : = m , k] -LL i, j J xU[ j7k] /U[ k, k] ;U[i,kl:=0;

end;
if_ k>i then L[i,k] :-0y 
if k^i then 
be yin~nj[T,k] :=A[i,k],‘
f or j:= 1 step 1 until i-1 do 
“lj[i,kJ :=lOTk] - LLi, j]xUlT7ik3 j 

end I 
end;

LA:
end procedure DECOMPj 
procedure INVERT (L,M_,n)$ va lue L,nj 
inte yer n; real array L, M; 

be gin
inte,Pier i ,j,kj 
for i:= 1 step 1 until n do 

f or k:= 1 step 1 until n do 
be yin _

if i=k then ML î k] :=1 /L[ i,k] j 
if i<k then M[ i,k] :~0; 
if i>k then 
be yin

M L ijkj :=0 j
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i or 3 : = k step 1 -until i-1 d_o
m[ i^k] :=m  i,k! “IiIT7j]xM[ j,k] )/U i,i];

end I
end j

end procedure INVERT; 
procedure1 TRANS (A,B,n); va lue A_*nj 

Integer n; real array A,B;
"be gin

inte ger 1*3*
f or .1 := 1 step 1 unt 11 n do

f or j:= T step 1 unti 1 n do B[ i,j] :=A[ J i ] 
end procedure TRAMS;
procedure MM -MULT (A,3,n,Y), va lue A,B,n* 

Inte per n* rea 1 array A,B,Yj 
be gin

integer 1*3 *k; 
f or i := 1 step 1 ■ unt 11 n do 

f or k:= 1 step 1 unti 1 n do 
be gin

inXk] :=o;
for ,j:= 1 stei) 1 until n do
n i,k] :=yTT7k] '+ AUUixBt j,k];

end *
end procedure MM MULT;
procedure W  MULT ( A,x,n,b)$ va lue A,x,nj 
integer n; real array A,x,b: 

be gin 1
inte,ger i} j j
for 1 := 1 step 1 unti 1 n do 
be gin 
b[ i J:=0;
f or 3*: = 1 step 1 until n do

bli] := b[ ij + AL i,"j]xxl 3] 1
end*

end procedure MV MULT;
s ing:=1 I DECOMP (N j L, TJjn,s ing),
if sing=0 then goto Lp*
INVERT (L.NTnTT TRANS (U,L,n)j INVERT (L,U,n) 
TRANS (U, L,n) ? MM MULT (L,N,n,U);
W  MULT(U,const,n,coeffts );

end procedure SOLVE;
integer i, j,I,sing,p,k,n,no,fc ,dc,be ,nobs,put, 
f,g,h,sc,q,r,s; 

real f o,del,delmax,scale,const,rsinuh,sinth; 
real array L5[ 1 ;6] j
f : =f or mat ( I -d. dd 10+nd ]_) • g : =f or rrat ([_-ndddd # dd J_); 
q : =*f or mat (f-nd; ]_) j r : =f or mat ([ndd. dd; ;
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h :=f or nat (l_4s -nddd ]) j s :=f orrrat ([d.dd lotndjc j_)} 
open (10); open (20j: f ind (1 00, [_20] ); ,
c opy text (20} 1 0 [j : ]j ; read binary X"1 00, IS, [_LS jj j 
de lrrax : =read (20) j put: =read (20); nobs : = 1 ; 
fc:=read (20} > dc:=read(20); sc:=read(20);
be:=r ead(20 j; s c ale:=read(20); p:=read(20)+b;
no:=read(20); 
be a in
rea 1 array Ay/ect oeffts [1 : p] 3f os ̂ nos *sins , 
rsins ̂ rsinsa }t ot [ 1 :no,1 :11 ] ,N[ 1 : 0,1 : p]
,val[l :no],SFS[l : L5[ 1 J 3 ,va lu[ 1 :11]j 

f or i:= 1 step 1 unti 1 p ao 
be yin
vect[i]:=0j
f or j:= 1 step 1 until p djo N[i, j] :=0j 

end,
f or i:= 1 step 1 unti 1 no do 
be yin ' ■
va 1L i] :=read (20); 
for j: = 1 step 1 unti 1 11 do 
be gin
f osl i, j] :=0; sins [ i, j] :=0; rsins [ i, j] :=0j
tcfb[ i, j] :=0; nos[i,j]:=0; rs insq[ i, j] :=0;

end j 
end;
f or i := 1 step 1 unt 11 6 do valu[ i+2] :=ix0#1 j 
va lu[ 1 ] :=0. 01 j va lul 2] :=0.051 va lu[ 9) :=0. 75 j 
valu[l0] :=0. 90j vaiuf 11 ] :=1 .55

start:
read binary (1 00 SFS * [SFS ]Jj 
if SFS[ 1 ]< -998 then got o exit j 
fo:=SFS[fc]; del:=SFS[dc] } 
if abs (de l)>de lnax then 
be yin
write text (1 Oj [ L c 3 ] ) j
for i:= 1 step 1 until 3 do write (1 Ojq-JSFS[ j] ); 
write (1 O.gTSFSTfcTTl write (1 O^g^SFSfdc] ) 
write text (1 0, [_[c]Jj j goto start j 

end;
sinth:=SFS[sc]j const:=de1T2j 
f or i: = 1 step 1 unti 1 no dje if_ f o<val[ i] then 
be gin

k:=ij goto SI j 
end ",

^  : f or* i:= 1 step 1 unti 1 11 do
if s inth<valu[i j then 

be gin
n:=ij goto S2 j j
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S3.* t ot_[ k,n] :=t otL k,nj -+Const ; nos[ k,n] :=nos[ k,n] +1 j
f os L k,n] : =f os [ k,n] +f o; rs inth: =1 /s inth ;

n c  ! tr m 1 • — to a -r vro I 1/* vr 1 -J-vra -? v t4-Vt •

exit

ins l k/n] : =rs ins [ k, n ] -trs inth 
rs insq[ k^n]:=rs ins q[ k, nj +rs inthT2; 
s ins[ kj nj:=sins[k,n]is inthj got o start ;

loop:

rewind (1 00) *
f or I := 1 step 1 unti 1 no do 
for j:= 1 step 1 untiI 11 do

if nos[l/Jj>~4 or~(tot [ I, jJ>nos[ I,j] and 
nos [ I, j]>0.001 J then 

he gin
de l:=nos[ I, j]; c onst :=ln (t ot [ I, j]/de i); 
f o:=f os [ I, i] /de 1;
for i:= 1 step 1 unt i 1 p-3 d_o A[ i] :=f oT (i-1 ) ; 
a[ pj :=sinsL I'/pi /de 1 j A[ p-1 j :=rsinsq[ Is j]/dei; 
A[ p-2j :=rsinsl I, j]/del; 
f or k:= 1 step 1 unti 1 p do 
be pin
f or n : = k step 1 unti 1 p do 

ML k,n] :=NL k,n] idelxA[ kjxAln] ;
■ vect[ k] :=vectt k] +delxA[ kjxconst ; 

end; 
end ; 1
f or k:= 1 step 1 unti 1 p do

f an n:= k step 1 unti 1 p do N[n^k] :=N[ k,ri] ; 
SOLVE (p,N,vect,c oeff ts ,sing7T
if sing=0 then 
be pin
write text (00,[XpimTRIX*SINGUIARl) * z°to L1 > end;

gap(l 0,250);
for i: = 1 step 1 unti 1 no do
for .1:= 1 step 1 until 11 do t ot[ i , j] :=0j

read binary (1 00,SFS,[_SFS]_);
if SFS[ 1 ]<-998 then goto finish;
f o: =SFS[fc ] ; del: =SFSldc] ;
if abs (del)>delnax then goto loop;
sinth:=SFS[sc 3; rs inth:=1/s inth;
const :=c oeff ts [ 1 ] + coeff ts [ p-2]
xrsinth-ki oeff ts [ p-1 ]xrsinthT2+c oeffts[ pjxsinth; 

f or i := 2 step 1 unti 1 p-3 do
c ons t : =c ons t -to oefftsi i ] xf oT (i -1 );

c ons t : =sca lexexp (-c ons t ) j de 1: = (de IT2)xc onst;
if put=0 then goto noput;
for i : = 1 step 1 unt i 1 3 do write (1 0,q,SFS[ i] );
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n opirc
write (1 O,q,nobs ) I write (1 0,q,SFS[ be ]) : 
write (l 0,r ,f o) j write (1 0,s ,sqrt (c onst)) j
f or i : = 1 step 1 unt 11 no d_o if_ f o<val[ i] then 
be pin

o;=i; pot o S3 i
end j

33 : f or i: = 1 step 1 unti 1 11 do
if s int h<valu[ i]~t he n 

be pin
k;=i > pot Q s4 I 

end j
S4: t otl j3 k] : =t ot[ j, k] +de i: poto loopj

finish:
gap(1 0 ,2 5 0) j
wr ite text (1 0, [ [ 2s J_C olurm ̂ batching "by WF o,
• rro^^oatching-by'^sin-theta-by-lambda-all- 
squared. [ c ] First -’’r o.-i *is ̂ average \ i  *ae It a * 
souared.rcJSec ond d’a-j *is average *Fo. [c ]_
Third *rcw *is *s.verage *sin-theta -by-lambda - 
a 11-scwared.[c ]Fourth*ra*; *is ̂ number *in* 
each "xbat ch. [_2c T]_)) 

f or k:= 1 step 1 unti 1 no do 
be pin
write text (1 03 [ [ 2e j j ) ; 
for j: = 1 step 1 unti 1 11 do 

if_ nos [ k73T>0. OOod then 
write (1 0, f, t ot [ k, j ] /nos[ k, j]) e lee 
wr ite (1 0, f ,t ot [ k ̂ j ]) ; 

write text (1 0,[_[_c ]_]_); 
for j: = 1 step 1 inti 1 11 do 

if n os [ k, j j >0.0Qu1 then 
write p 0, g,f os [ k, j] 7rTosI k, j] ) e he 
write (1 0, g,f os [ k, t ] ) j 

write text (1 0, [_[_cjj_); 
for ,i:= 1 step 1 unt 11 11 do 

if_ nos[ kVTJ>0* OQOI then 
write (1 0,f ,sins[ k, jj/nosf k, j] ) e Ise 
write (1 0,f,sins [ k,j] ) ; 

write text 0 03 f [ c]] ) j
for .1:= 1 step 1 unt i 1 11 do write (1 0,h,nos[ k, j] ) I 

end y 
be pin
rea 1 array f oav,f ono[ 1 :no] *sinav,sino[ 1 :1 1]; 
f or i:- 1 step 1 unti 1 no do 
be pin
foav[i3:=0; fono[i]:=0 j 

end;
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f or i := 1 step 1 unt 11 1 1 do 
be pin r _
s inay [ i] :=0 : s inol i j :=0j

endj
f or 1: = 1 step 1 unti I no do 
f or j := 1 step 1 unti 1 i R o  

be pin
f os.v[ i] :=f oav[ i j +t ot [ I, j] ; 
f ono[ i] :=f ono[ i]-hnos [ î  j]; 
s ina v L J ] : =s inav [ J J +t ot [ i , j ] j 
sino[ jj :=sino[ j]-hios[ i, j] J 

end;
write text (1 0,LI_2c [AVERAGES*BY*FO*AND*
, NUMBERS *IN *3ATCHES[_c ]_]_); 
for i:= 1 step 1 unti 1 no do 

if f ono[ i]>0. 001 then 
write (1 0,f ,f oav[ i j If ono[ i] ) e Ise 
write (1 0,f ,f cav[ 1 j ); 

write text (1 0, [ [c ] ] ) j
far i: = 1 steo 1 until no do write (1 0,h,f ono[ i] ) ; 
write textXT07T]_2GdAVERAGES^*SINTHETA- 

AND ̂ NUMBERS -IN M3 ATONES [ c ]_]_); 
f or i := 1 step 1 unt 11 1 T do 

if s in o[ i j > 0» 001 then 
write (1 0,f ,s inavL IJ /s inoC i] ) e dee 
vrrite (1 0,f ,s inavL iJ ) s 

write text (1 0,U_c ]j_)d
for i:= 1 step 1 unt 1 1 11 do write (1 0,h,sino[ i]) I

end j
write text (1 0, [ [ 2c ] C oeff icients *cf* 

p odyn ornia 1 *us ed 'xf or % e i ght ing * 
observations.Fo*terits *are *first. [c ]_
The *three *sine *theta*ter ms %re *last• [c]_
They %re *c oeff ic ients *of *(lambda/sintheta)
T 2, * (da mbda/s inths ta ̂ ?4, *and *
(s intheta/la mbda) ?2. L_2c j ] );

fca>.1:= 1 step 1 until p do write (1 0,f,coeffts[ j ]  );
LI :

end;
close (100); close (10): close(20);

end->
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PZEDIX 2
2. Errors and the Accuracy of Crystal Structure 

Structure Determination by X-ray Diffraction

*
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Appendix 2 
ACCURACY OF STRUCTURES 

At the completion of a crystal structure analysis 
it is usual to calculate a final difference map. This 

. map has features caused by:
1. Random errors in the data,
2. Systematic errors in the data which cannot be 

accounted for by the adjustment of the model.
If the model can account for a systematic trend in- 

the data then refinement will make it do so, even if this 
trend is caused by a systematic error. No sign of these 
errors will appear in a difference map, in the standard 
deviations or in the R-factor; they will manifest them
selves as chemically unsatisfactory models.

Examples of these errors are well known to crystal
lography:
1. Uncorrected absorption errors will be taken up by 

adjustments to the temperature factors.
2. Uncorrected anomalous dispersion - in polar space 

groups - can lead to incorrect atomic positions.
3. Partial site occupancy and structural disorder may 

be hidden by anisotropic temperature factors.
4. When data have been collected up one axis only, the 

scale factors and temperature factor components 
cannot both be refined.
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Thus we can see that all our usual criteria,
E.S.D., Difference maps and R-factors are powerless to 
detect this type of error.

As stated previously there are two types of error 
which are shown up by difference map technique, - random 
errors and systematic errors which cannot be accounted 
for by the model.

The magnitude of features on the difference map, - 
that is, the scale of the topography, - will- depend on 
the average size of the Fourier coefficients used to 
calculate that map. Thus we can see that it is the 
absolute size of these coefficients which is important. 
That is, in a difference map it is the absolute value 
of A which is important, not the relative ratio of A to 
|Fo).

With diffractometer data collected here in Glasgow 
both the expected errors from, counting statistics, and 
the actual average value of-^A^are smallest for the 
smallest reflexions ( K. W. Muir, 1967). There is 
absolutely no case for removing them, - in fact they are 
the most accurate measurements and should in least-squares 
be given the highest weights.

The R-factor is basically unsuitable therefore as 
a final criterion of the accuracy of a structure because



the class of small reflexions which have smaller absolute 
errors, as a class have a very high R-factor.

Observations should be given a weight such that 
the most accurate observations are given the largest

is taken as a measure of the accuracy for reflexions in

Y/hen Estimated Standard Deviations (S.S.D's) are 
calculated this technique thus makes allowances both for 
different accuracies,of observation for different sizes 
of reflexions, and for any systematic errors present in 
the data which cannot be accommodated by adjustment of 
the model.

The formula for parameter Estimated Standard 
Deviations is. given below:

2weights. Cruickshank has suggested that the average A

pthe same batch by sin 9 or !Pc[ magnitude and weights are
introduced so that^w A^)is constant over all the Po and 

2sin 9 ranges.

y  thOHl = E.S.D. of i parameter,
(c%T Element of the inverse matrix of the normal/ 

equations
m = Dumber of observations,
n = Dumber of parameters.



With the coming of the diffractometer two things 
have happened:
1. m is now much larger since many more observations 

are taken.
2. The absolute size of A has decreased because many

of the small reflexions are measured very accurately. 
Thus the 2.S.D. has become much smaller. In fact 

it now has reached the point when the uncorrected systematic 
trends in the data are larger than the uncertainty of 
measurement.
COITCLUSION

We can no longer expect the calculated E.S.D. to 
exx^lain away anomalous bond-lengths. The best model may 
in fact be significantly different from the true structure. 
Purther improvement in accuracy can b§ obtained only hy 
paying stricter attention to the systematic errors.


